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Abstract
Understanding short term future electricity demand is necessary for maintaining a ro-
bust and efficient electricity grid. Research on electricity demand forecasting has tra-
ditionally ranged in scale from country-wide grid-level down to individual buildings.
However, with emerging technologies allowing smart control of appliances, interest in
forecasting the electricity demand of individual appliances is increasing. Smart con-
trol of appliances can improve energy efficiency and provide beneficial cost-reducing
services to an electricity grid.
In New Zealand, electric hot water cylinders which are present in ~90% of house-
holds are currently controlled en-mass using ripple-control as part of centralised de-
mand response programmes to reduce demand at peak times. Smart control of indi-
vidual cylinders based on their forecasted demand could result in a larger reduction
in demand with more nuanced control and less chance of households running out of
hot water. This thesis compares a number of existing forecasting methods to the
problem of forecasting the electricity demand of residential hot water cylinders at the
individual household level.
The forecasting models selected for analysis in this thesis were chosen based on
their suitability according to existing literature, and preliminary exploratory analy-
sis. A range of conventional forecasting models were assessed including autoregres-
sive integrated moving averages (ARIMA), linear regression, and seasonal and trend
decomposition with local polynomial regression (STL). In addition, one artificial in-
telligence model was assessed, namely support vector machines (SVM). A random
walk model was included as a naive benchmark model for comparative purposes.
Existing one minute resolution household electricity demand data that was previ-
ously collected in the GREEN Grid study was used for forecasting model development.
We selected 22 suitable households from this dataset where the demand of electric
hot water cylinders was separately metered. Data was averaged over half-hour peri-
ods to mimic data currently available from smart meters in New Zealand. The hot
water demand data from each household was separated chronologically into ‘training’
and ‘validating’ sets. Models were fitted to the training data and tested against the
validating data to prevent inaccurate results from overfitting. The models were com-
pared based on (i) forecast accuracy, (ii) computational speed of model fitting, (iii)
interpretability, and (iv) ability to replicate underlying physical processes.
A relationship was discovered between the electricity demand of other appliances
in the household and future hot water demand, which was incorporated into some
models. SVM models were found to be the most accurate, with 16% lower errors
than the naive model, however they performed very poorly in other metrics. The
most complex conventional model incorporated STL with ARIMA while including
other electricity demand as an external regressor. This performed almost as well as
the SVM models in accuracy, while also performing reasonably well in other metrics,
and based on the analysis in this thesis, would be the recommended model for use in
smart control.
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In order to reduce the risk of catastrophic climate change, the International Panel on
Climate Change has recommended stabilising atmospheric CO2 levels at 450 parts per
million [1]. In order to meet this target, it is critical we achieve deep electrification
of transport and other industries that currently rely predominantly on fossil fuels for
their energy supply [2].
Ensuring electricity is cheap and plentiful will assist the shift toward electrification.
For this reason, it is paramount we reduce inefficiencies within electricity networks.
This research is concerned with two such inefficiencies.
The first inefficiency is that of unnecessary or premature capital expenditure on
electricity networks. In the absence of demand management, electricity grids must be
built and maintained with the capacity to generate and transmit enough electricity
to cover periods of extremely high demand, while in many countries only a portion
of this capacity is being used for the vast majority of the time. This is an example of
economic inefficiency.
The second inefficiency is that of heat losses from residential hot water cylinders.
Many households constantly maintain a large tank of water at around 65°C, while
only requiring a portion of it at particular times of day. Even highly insulated tanks
experience significant heat loss. This is an example of energy inefficiency.
This chapter explains these two inefficiencies in more detail and outlines the role
that smarter control of hot water cylinders may play in alleviating them. It then
goes on to explain the value that residential hot water electricity demand forecasting
models would bring to such a smart control system. The research conducted for this
thesis is focussed on the construction and comparison of a variety of these forecasting
models.
The data used to construct and test these models was collected from households
in New Zealand as part of a previous study [3]. New Zealand has a high percentage
of both electric hot water cylinders and households with smart electricity meters, and
therefore would be an ideal candidate for the kind of smart control system envisioned
in this thesis. As such, this research is presented from a New Zealand context. How-
ever, the implementation of smart control with demand forecasting developed in this
thesis would improve economic efficiencies of any electricity network with a high pro-
portion of electric hot water cylinders, and energy efficiencies of hot water cylinders
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in general.
1.1 Supply and demand of electricity in New
Zealand
Following privatisation of the national electricity grid in 1996, the generation, trans-
mission, distribution and retail of electricity in New Zealand is carried out by a
number of separate entities. Electricity generation is the process of converting other
energy sources, such as heat, solar radiation, or kinetic energy into electricity. While
distributed generation such as rooftop photovoltaics (PV) is gaining in popularity,
around 99% of electricity generation capacity is currently provided by centralised
generators [4]. The New Zealand electricity grid is composed of around 200 points
at which high voltage electricity may enter or exit. These are referred to as the
grid ‘nodes’. Transpower, the systems operator, is in charge of the transmission of
electricity, generally from the generators to the grid nodes. Local network compa-
nies (also known as electricity distribution businesses or ‘EDBs’) are in charge of
distributing lower voltage electricity from the grid nodes to electricity consumers.
Electricity retailers purchase wholesale electricity from generators, and in turn sell
this to consumers. In addition, EDBs charge retailers a fixed price per kWh of elec-
tricity delivered for their service [4].
The consumption of electricity in New Zealand varies over a number of temporal
scales. Throughout summer months, in hot and dry regions, electricity demand on
average increases due to the increased use of air conditioners and irrigation systems.
Throughout winter months, in cooler regions, electricity demand on average increases
due to increased use of electric heaters. These average increases are more pronounced
at certain times of day, generally reflected as two ‘peaks’ in the morning and evening.
This is due to the effects of high residential electricity demand during these periods
[5].
As electrical energy cannot be stored, electricity supply must match this fluctuat-
ing demand. This becomes progressively more expensive to achieve as peak demand
increases [6]. In New Zealand, each additional kW of this peak-time demand is esti-
mated to cost around $187 per year in additional costs [7]. The challenges associated
with supplying electricity in order to effectively meet demand are likely to be exacer-
bated by the predicted increase of renewable energy in the grid, as renewable energy
generation is often reliant on weather conditions, and consequently can not easily be
shifted to meet demand [8].
Failure to match supply and demand may result in grid black-outs, as well as
large-scale damage to electricity-using appliances that operate under specific AC fre-
quencies. New Zealand’s electricity system frequency must be maintained at or near
50 Hz. In general, when more electricity is generated than is being consumed the AC
frequency increases, and when more electricity is being consumed than is generated
the AC frequency drops. In the event of a large generator unexpectedly going offline,
an HVDC pole tripping, or other large disruptions to supply there must be reserve
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electricity available so that the frequency is maintained within an acceptable range
(between 48 and 52 Hz). Ensuring that there is enough capacity to provide electricity
at times of very high demand or during unexpected grid emergencies requires the
building and maintenance of generation and transmission infrastructure that sits un-
derutilised for the majority of the time. This is a very costly and inefficient situation
[9].
1.2 Demand response
There are currently a range of mechanisms in place to ensure that the supply of
electricity balances with varying demand [9], and that currents do not exceed trans-
mission and distribution infrastructure constraints [10]. One method to deal with the
imbalance between the supply and demand of electricity is to adjust demand to meet
supply. This is referred to as demand response. The effective use of demand response
results in a reduction of grid peaks, which delays or defers the need to increase the
generation and transmission capacities of the grid. The benefits to the grid associated
with demand response are reflected in the ability to monetize load reducing capacity
through various electricity markets.
The wholesale price of electricity in New Zealand is determined through supply
and demand within a spot market. Generators submit bids on this market to supply
electricity to each grid node at a particular cost during each half-hour period. These
are then aggregated to form a supply curve for each node. Forecasts are made for the
demand at each of these nodes, and the predicted quantity of electricity is purchased
from generators to cover this demand [11]. As demand forecasts can not be perfectly
accurate, the systems operator must also purchase ‘reserves’, so that if demand is
greater than predicted, they can continue to match demand with supply. While these
reserves are often in the form of generators running under capacity, they can also be
in the form of electricity consumers providing the ability to reduce their demand if
necessary. These reserves are bought and sold in separate markets.
An example of such markets is the ‘instantaneous reserves’ markets. Instantaneous
reserves markets are national markets concerned with stabilising the grid frequency
during times of severe demand peaks or grid emergencies [12]. The systems operator
will pay a premium for any electricity that can be made available during these periods,
either through generators ramping up latent generating capacity, or, relevant to this
thesis, consumers able to shed demand during these periods (known as interruptible
load). Interruptible load that is able to be shed within one second and remain reduced
for sixty seconds is eligible to be traded in the fast instantaneous reserves (FIR)
market. Interruptible load that is able to be shed within sixty seconds and remain
reduced until instructed otherwise by the systems operator is eligible to be traded in
the sustained instantaneous reserves (SIR) market. Electricity consumers with a large
enough reducible load may sell their ability to decrease demand in these half-hour
ahead markets. These actors are then paid for providing this service, regardless of
whether or not they were required to perform it. Load reduction often comes from
large industrial or agricultural consumers who have calculated that it is profitable
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to provide this service, even with the risk of having to shut down large electricity-
using equipment at times. Alternatively, load reduction may come from remotely
controlling an amalgamation of smaller electricity using appliances, such as hot water
cylinders.
Price variations within these various markets occur according to supply and de-
mand. Prices rise when there is high electricity demand on the grid or there is limited
availability of electricity resources with low marginal cost of production, such as those
from renewable sources. Conversely, prices fall when electricity is cheap to produce,
or total electricity demand is low. These prices fluctuate wildly, with the Benmore
node BEN2201 having spot market prices ranging from $0.02/MWh to $894.38/MWh
during 2017 for example.
While some larger commercial and industrial electricity consumers are exposed to
spot market pricing and may adjust their consumption accordingly, residential elec-
tricity consumers are usually charged a fixed price per kWh, with the price variability
being ‘bundled in’ by the retailer. Historically, residential customers were unable to
be exposed to these variations in electricity price, as older analog electricity meters
only read total consumption of electricity over the billing period. However, in New
Zealand there has been significant efforts by electricity retailers and EDBs to deploy
advanced electricity meters (known as ‘smart meters’) to residential electricity con-
sumers. These smart meters collect and transmit electricity demand data that has
been averaged over each half-hour interval. The time of use is recorded along with
the quantity of electricity used over that period. This provides the capability for
residential electricity consumers to be charged prices that vary according to the time
of use. As of 2017, smart meters were installed in 62% of New Zealand households
[4].
Congestion period demand (CPD) charges are another market-based mechanism
for adjusting demand. Large electricity users are often provided a discounted kWh
price of electricity, while being charged high penalties for any electricity consumed
during peak times where there is very high local network demand (known as ‘con-
gestion periods’) [13]. These charges are calculated by local network companies, and
charged to retailers, who in turn pass the charges on to their customers, the electricity
consumer. Once again, this assigns a market value to the ability to shift electricity
demand in time. These demand charges can make up a significant portion of the elec-
tricity bill of a large consumer, and are a significant source of revenue for EDBs [14].
Currently, residential consumers are not directly exposed to these charges. Instead,
the charges are ‘bundled in’ as a flat rate per kWh lines charge in the electricity bill.
There have been proposals [15] that a market-based tactic to assist demand re-
sponse efforts would be to encourage residential consumers to move to a real-time
pricing plan that uses price signals in order to disincentivise peak-time or other-
wise high-cost electricity usage. Electricity company Flick in New Zealand is already
providing this, offering customers with compatible smart meters the spot market elec-
tricity price (with additional base costs). An application that displays the current
spot price is provided to customers, with the intention being that consumers attempt
to reduce demand during times of comparatively high prices. While this method
of ‘deliberate’ demand response is well intentioned, studies of consumer response to
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changes in electricity price indicate that prices generally have little effect on con-
sumption patterns when relying on consumers to deliberately alter their electricity
consumption [16]–[18].
1.2.1 Ripple control
One solution to the lack of consumer response to price signals is to automate or
remotely control the scheduling of appliances in order to take advantage of price
differentials. This already occurs in New Zealand, to an extent, in the form of ripple
control. Under a ripple controlled system, EDBs provide a discounted electricity rate
for appliances that are separately metered, under the condition that they are able to
remotely cease the supply of electricity [13]. This is achieved through sending high
frequency signals though the electricity lines to be interpreted by specialised receivers
that then suppress the operation of the appliance they are connected to (usually hot
water cylinders or irrigation systems). EDBs use this system both to defer upgrades to
their infrastructure that would otherwise be necessary, and also as a form of revenue,
by selling demand reduction capacity into the national reserves markets previously
mentioned. Despite these benefits, ripple control is currently underutilised, with only
around 50% of electricity customers connected to ripple control [5]. The ripple control
system as it currently operates has been essentially unchanged since its introduction
to New Zealand in the 1950’s, and there is significant room for improvement utilising
more recent technology [6].
1.3 Smart control of hot water cylinders
Appliances that may have their electricity demand times shifted on a daily scale
with limited impact to the end user are referred to as ‘deferrable load’. Devices
such as washing machines and dishwashers exhibit this property, along with battery
storage systems in the form of electric cars and bicycles, and some thermostatically
controlled appliances such as the focus of this thesis, electric hot water cylinders.
The potential to temporally shift their demand for electricity with minimal impact
to the end user implies that devices with deferrable load are obvious candidates for
autonomous control objectives [19].
With the rapid rise of ‘internet of things’ technology, whereby devices are inter-
connected, there is now the ability to remotely control deferrable load to facilitate
a number of objectives. Devices may be scheduled around availability of renewable
energy sources for example, or optimised to minimise costs through participation in
demand response markets. The ability to remotely control deferrable load within
an electricity network is part of a new paradigm in electricity distribution known as
the ‘smart grid’. The smart grid is a power grid where energy producers, network
companies and consumers are intelligently connected to each other.
On the consumer side the smart grid is largely enabled by smart meters, which
have the ability to store, display and transmit data associated with the electricity
being consumed [15]. This two-way information communication is proposed to en-
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courage the integration of distributed (generally renewable) power generation, and
allow sophisticated control and automation to proliferate [8]. The process of au-
tonomously scheduling appliances for financial or energy efficiency benefits is referred
to as ‘smart control’. Many residential appliances have deferrable load, and smart con-
trol technology could potentially enable them to provide significant demand shifting
[20].
In New Zealand, it is estimated that residential electricity usage contributes
around half of peak demand [21], and residential hot water use is around 30% of
residential energy used [22]. In New Zealand, electric hot water cylinders (HWCs)
are very common, with 91% of households having electricity as an energy source for
water heating [22]. A study by the Household Energy End Use Project showed that
hot water usage makes up to 36% of residential peak demand [22], with other research
suggesting it may be up to 50% [6]. Smart control of residential hot water cylinders
is thus particularly promising for demand response, as it is both a deferrable load,
and a key contributor to network demand peaks [4].
In addition to assisting demand response objectives, individual control of hot water
cylinders can improve their efficiency by only heating as much water as is required by
the household. Any object that is hotter than its surroundings will suffer from heat
loss, with the amount of heat lost being proportional to the difference in temperature
between the body and the surroundings. Thus, as hot water loses heat energy to the
environment faster than cooler water, storing hot water in excess of what is required
is inefficient. Smart control simulations have demonstrated energy savings of up to
12% in hot water systems that were only heated according to what was predicted to
be required [23]. Energy savings could be increased up to 17% if demand predictions
were perfectly accurate [24]. The ability to store only as much hot water as will be
required by the household (with the remainder of the tank being left as cooler water)
therefore has the potential to reduce total hot water electricity consumption.
1.4 Predicting electricity demand
Accurate individual demand predictions would allow devices to be controlled accord-
ing to the usage patterns of individual households [25]. This is beneficial within a
smart control system as it would provide additional capacity for control while reduc-
ing negative effects on service [26]. It would also improve the ability to participate in
half-hour ahead demand response markets, as demand predictions allow more accu-
rate estimations of the capacity for load-shedding.
Following the roll-out of smart meters in New Zealand, there is now the ability to
collect and process essentially ‘real-time’ data on hot water electricity consumption
for individual consumers. This allows ripple control (or a similar system) to be
personalised to individual household usage patterns, with intelligent control systems
including predicted demand in their algorithms.
There are many different techniques whereby key aspects of the processing, anal-
ysis and extrapolation of data can be carried out algorithmically by a computer.
Different techniques use different algorithms to carry out this process, some of which
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use more computational resources than others. This is most intuitively understood
as the amount of time a computer with a particular processing capability will take to
construct the forecast.
Techniques commonly used for predicting hot water electricity demand may be
broadly separated into the categories (i) physical modelling, (ii) conventional fore-
casting, and (iii) artificial intelligence (AI) [27].
1.4.1 Physical modelling
Smart control of residential hot water cylinders is an active research topic [28]–[32].
Much of this research uses computer models that mathematically represent the phys-
ical behaviour of a hot water cylinder and its operation under standard residential
hot water demand patterns [28]. These models may then be used to simulate the
impacts of smart control, as well as provide forecasts of electricity demand.
In order to physically replicate water flows within the model, generalised hot
water demand patterns must be input as model parameters. These demand patterns
are often based on simple statistical or mathematical relationships related to time,
with some artificially generated ‘randomness’ for added realism [28]. Uncovering
the underlying patterns within data that can be represented as simple statistical or
mathematical relationships is the primary focus of conventional forecasting methods.
1.4.2 Conventional forecasting methods
Rather than building a predictive model based on prior knowledge of physical char-
acteristics of a system, conventional forecasting methods make predictions based on
historical time series data. Time series data involves measurements of variables se-
quentially or at fixed intervals of time [33]. The time intervals between each mea-
surement are known as the data ‘resolution’. Time series data that has measurements
recorded every hour, for example, would have a one hour resolution. Time series data
may be processed, analysed and extrapolated in a manner that produces predictions
of future events or occurrences, a process known as ‘forecasting’.
Conventional forecasting methods involve discovering underlying statistical prop-
erties of time series data. These methods often require significant human input,
generally requiring an initial data analysis, testing, and trial and error. However,
once an optimal conventional model is discovered, it can generally be constructed
with reasonable computational speed. In addition, the insights that are gained from
conventional forecasting methods may be applicable to other research such as physical
modelling.
There are two distinct conventional time series forecasting techniques utilised in
this research; regression analysis, and time series analysis. Regression analysis utilises
data of separate but related (explanatory1) variables and makes predictions based
1Multivariate data can be thought to be made up of both dependent variables and explanatory
variables (also known as ‘independent variables’ or ‘regressors’). Broadly speaking, dependent vari-
ables are those we are interested in measuring or predicting (in this research, hot water electricity
demand). Explanatory variables are those we expect to impact our dependent variables (in this
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on basic statistical relationships between them [34]. For example, if there is the
ability to know (or sufficiently accurately predict) the value(s) of the independent
variable(s) at a particular future time, then a forecast for the dependent variable may
be calculated at that same time based on the causal relationship between them [27].
In the context of electricity demand forecasting, relevant predictable independent
variables may be social factors such as public holidays, or (accurately forecasted)
weather conditions [35]. However if there is no obtainable value(s) for the independent
variable(s) at the future time for which a prediction is required, more subtle techniques
must be employed. One option is to establish a relationship between the value(s) of
the independent variables and subsequent values of the dependent variable. In the
context of DHW electricity demand forecasting, this may be the relationship between
the electricity demand of other appliances, and subsequent values of DHW electricity
demand.
Another conventional forecasting method known as ‘time series analysis’ utilises
patterns in the time series data of the variable being predicted. One important
technique used in time series analysis is the separation of the data into individual
components, namely trend, cycles and ‘noise’. In the context of DHW electricity time
series data, the trend would be a gradual increase (or decrease) in average hot water
use over long periods of time. Cycles would be average daily use patterns such as
morning and evening peaks previously mentioned. The noise is any deviation of the
data from the combination of trend and cycle components (people not actually using
hot water according to strict mathematical relationships). This method, sometimes
referred to as ‘decomposition’, can be achieved using a technique called ‘seasonal
decomposition of time series by Loess’ (STL), and is explained in more detail in
Section 3.4.2.
Additionally, forecasts may be made by understanding the relationships between
a variable and its previous values. Autoregression (AR), moving average (MA), and a
combination of the two (ARIMA) are techniques commonly utilised in electricity de-
mand forecasting to obtain these relationships [24], [25], [36], [37], which are expanded
upon in Section 3.7.
Conventional forecasting techniques are generally prized for being simple and in-
terpretable, while requiring minimal computing resources. However, they often re-
quire significant human input. In addition, they are often outperformed in accuracy
by more advanced AI methods.
1.4.3 AI forecasting methods
Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods are those that use more mathematically complex
techniques from the field of machine learning for forecasting. The distinguishing
feature of these methods is their ability to process and establish relationships between
data autonomously. This allows them to be constructed with minimal human input or
pre-existing insight into features of the data. This is done through a method known as
‘training’. To train an AI model, an algorithm iteratively adjusts parameters within
research we use time and the electricity demand of other appliances).
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the model until the outputs (predictions) of the model best match the actual data,
under certain prespecified constraints.
The comparatively autonomous nature of AI methods does not necessarily make
them inferior, as they still have the ability to obtain (often) highly accurate predic-
tions. There is a trade-off however, as their outputs tend to be ‘black box’, generally
providing less in the way of understanding underlying processes than many conven-
tional forecasting methods. In addition, AI modelling can be hindered by the large
amounts of computing resources necessary to carry out their training.
Two AI models commonly used in electricity demand forecasting, namely artificial
neural networks (ANNs) and support vector machines (SVMs), are explained in more
detail in Sections 2.2 and 3.7.12.
1.5 Aims of this thesis
In this thesis, I aim to
carry out a comparative study of models for predicting individual household hot
water electricity demand for smart control systems using data available from New
Zealand smart meters.
New Zealand smart meters provide electricity demand data at 30 minute resolution
and usually have hot water demand metered separately from the demand of other ap-
pliances. Both hot water electricity demand and other appliance electricity demand
are included as inputs within these forecasting models. A selection of conventional
forecasting models will be explored and compared against both a simple benchmark
model and a more complex AI model. Comparative metrics take into consideration
both the suitability for incorporation into smart control systems, and for incorpora-
tion as demand simulation into physical models. In particular, models are compared
based on (i) forecasting accuracy, (ii) computational speed of model fitting, (iii) inter-
pretability, and (iv) ability to replicate underlying physical processes. The research
conducted for this thesis uses existing electricity demand time series data that had
been collected from New Zealand households in a previous study [3].
1.6 Thesis structure
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we present relevant literature.
This focuses on key research on hot water modelling, smart control of appliances,
and electricity demand forecasting. Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in
this thesis. It introduces the electricity demand dataset utilised in this work, and
explains the data cleaning and preparatory process. It then describes the exploratory
data analysis techniques, the forecasting models utilised, and the metrics by which
the models are compared to one another. Chapter 4 presents the results obtained
from the preliminary data analysis. It also briefly discusses the implications these
results have for selecting appropriate forecasting models. Chapter 5 presents the
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results from a selection of forecasting models used to predict hot water electricity
demand of each individual household in our dataset. The discussion in Chapter 6
provides comparisons of the models based on the metrics outlined in Chapter 3, with
optimal models for different purposes presented. It also clarifies the role that results
from this thesis may play in a smart control system. A summary of the background
and aspirations of this thesis and its results are provided along with potential further
work in the conclusion (Chapter 7). Relevant tables, including model parameters and
data attributes developed in this thesis are provided in the Appendices.
Chapter 2
Literature review
This chapter provides an overview of the literature relevant to this thesis. While the
research conducted for this thesis did not involve any smart control, its aims are best
understood through a smart control lens. As such, this chapter begins by noting key
literature relating to smart control of appliances, and any relevant findings. Section
2.2 goes on to briefly reiterate how forecasting models are constructed, and then
lists a selection of models commonly used in electricity demand forecasting. It then
notes other work where models were compared with one another, and the results
of these comparisons. Following this, Section 2.3 presents key literature regarding
domestic hot water simulations. A selection of physical hot water models used in
research simulations are described, along with an explanation of their interrelation
with demand forecasting models. Finally, Section 2.5 examines existing research most
similar to this thesis. In particular, [26] inspired much of the research in this thesis.
A number of its methodologies were replicated, and its key findings were built upon
in this work. To conclude this chapter, differences between [26] and this thesis are
made clear.
2.1 Smart control
Smart control research generally involves estimating the benefits associated with
scheduling or otherwise adjusting the operation of suitable appliances at key times.
This control is performed in order to meet a number of objectives, including:
• reducing grid peaks [23], [29], [31]
• providing grid-beneficial services (instantaneous reserves) [38]
• minimising costs under time-varying electricity prices [23], [31], [39]–[42]
• utilising low-carbon electricity [43], [44]
• maintaining consumer comfort under budget constraints [45]
• improving energy efficiency [23], [24]
Insulated hot water cylinders are an example of deferrable load, and as such are good
candidates for smart control [4], but similar objectives can be obtained with other
thermal devices such as heating and air conditioning systems [40], [45]. This is due
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to the ability of thermal energy to be stored, with only slow dissipation, providing
insulation is adequate. In addition, other devices such as electric vehicles and clothes
washing machines/dryers may be used for smart control purposes [39], [41], as they
also display some temporal flexibility around their electricity demand.
In order to effectively schedule appliances under smart control, reasonable esti-
mates must be made as to when they are required to be utilised. An electric vehicle,
for example, must be sufficiently charged before the next use, clothes must be washed
and dry in time for their next use, and a hot water cylinder must be sufficiently hot
before the next shower. Accurate predictions of these ‘next’ usage events provide a
smart control system the ability to fine tune their optimisation algorithms to take full
advantage of appliance load deferrability without negatively impacting the end user.
As such, demand forecasting of appliances in some form is common in smart control
literature [23], [29], [31], [32], [36], [41], [42], [44], [45].
2.2 Electricity demand forecasting
In general, forecasting models are constructed using existing data of the variable being
predicted, and, in some cases, other relevant data (regressors) that span the same
period of time. The models are ‘fitted’ to the existing dataset such that discrepancies
between the existing data and the model are minimised. Once this is completed,
these models may then be projected forward in time to where no data exists in order
to make predictions. Models of this type are often fitted to electricity demand data
(and any relevant regressors) for the purposes of predicting electricity demand.
While much research has been conducted on predicting grid-level [46], [47], sub-
station level [48], or building level [37], [49]–[51] demand, there is increasing interest
in predicting the demand of individual household appliances [36], including that of
hot water cylinders [24], [25], [52].
When forecasting at grid level, research is generally focussed on effectively match-
ing production and distribution [46], [47], [53]. At building level, the prediction of
energy consumption patterns are used when budgeting, negotiating and purchasing
electricity contracts, and to detect electricity theft or fraud [49], [53]. As mentioned
in Section 2.1, appliance or equipment level electricity demand forecasting is often
utilised in smart control research. Additional purposes for appliance level forecasting
include the detection of faults, and the minimisation of operation and maintenance
costs [53].
There is currently no consensus on the ‘optimal’ method for forecasting electricity
demand. Conventional techniques that are commonly used are either some form of
time series analysis such as ARIMA [25], [36], [37, p. @Denis2019], regression analysis
[54]–[57], or a combination of the two [46].
There are also a number of ‘AI’ methods used in electricity demand forecasting.
These include:
• Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [58], [59]
• Support vector machines (SVMs) [47], [52], [60]
• ensemble bagging trees [61]
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• particle swarm optimisation [31]
• reinforcement learning [62]
• cluster analysis [55]
• dynamic Gaussian processes [58]
ANNs and SVMs are the two most common AI methods used for electricity demand
forecasting [27], [50], [63]–[65]. ANNs attempt to mimic biological learning mecha-
nisms by processing a set of training data through clusters of artificial neurons, each
of which individually receive (numerical) inputs, and assign them certain weights.
These weighted values are then input into other artificial neurons, which perform the
same task, until eventually producing a final output. The weights assigned by each
neuron are then iteratively adjusted in order to minimise the error of the final output.
For further details regarding ANN models for forecasting electricity demand refer to
[65].
Despite being in common use, literature suggests that ANNs tend to be outper-
formed in both accuracy and computational speed by support vector machines when
used for electricity demand forecasting [50]. For this reason, they were not included
in this comparative work, with support vector machines instead selected as the com-
parative AI method.
While much electricity demand forecasting research only considers a single model,
some work has been done that compares a selection of models with one another. Re-
search comparing AI methods showed SVMs tend to outperform ANNs in accuracy
[50] while having reasonable computational speed [50], [65], whereas ANNs in particu-
lar were noted as having high computational time [58]. While a comparison between
AI methods in [49] showed that an ANN provides slightly more accurate forecasts
when predicting a full day ahead, the SVM was most accurate when predicting the
next hour. Some comparative research considers both AI and conventional methods
[56]–[58], [66]. SVMs were compared against ANNs and linear regression in [56], [57],
and found to be the most accurate model. SVMs were not considered in [58], which
instead found an AI forecasting method called dynamic Gaussian processes to be by
far the most accurate when predicting grid-level electricity load. Dynamic Gaussian
processes however were noted in [51] as being unsuitable for building level demand
forecasting, and thus, we may assume, also for appliance level forecasting.
Time series and AI forecasting methods were compared against a naive benchmark
model in [66] to forecast the electricity demand of office buildings. The effects of in-
cluding additional independent variables (regressors) to these models was analysed.
The regressors chosen were (i) hour of day, (ii) hot water demand, (iii) luminosity, and
(iv) workday/not workday. The addition of the regressors increased accuracy drasti-
cally in the AI methods, and slightly in the time series methods. Overall, the time
series methods had the highest accuracy, although with the addition of the external
regressors to the AI method this advantage was slight. A comprehensive review of
data-driven building energy consumption prediction studies [64] shows SVMs consis-
tently outperforming ANNs in accuracy for demand forecasting, which is confirmed
by another review in [27].
Comparative research in [26] considers a number of time series analysis methods
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for forecasting volumetric residential hot water demand. These models were fitted to
volumetric hot water data collected from 95 UK households. Similar to the research
undertaken for this thesis, they also used the R programming language, and used sim-
plistic models as benchmarks by which to compare other models to (see Sections 3.7.1
and 3.7.2). They explored a number of time series models for prediction, including
exponential smoothing, ARIMA, seasonal decomposition by local polynomial regres-
sion (STL), and combinations of these. Predictions were made for hourly intervals
up to 24 hours ahead, and models were compared against one another for accuracy.
Their most accurate model, a combination of STL and ARIMA, achieved predic-
tion accuracy more than 50% above their benchmark models. Forecasts were also
constructed for aggregated demand data, that is, the demand of all the households
added together. Accuracy of all models considered was improved when aggregating
data in this manner.
Some demand forecasting models, particularly those using conventional forecasting
methods, are reasonably easy to interpret. Once they have been fitted to the data,
their parameters can be extracted to provide statistical insights into the behaviour
behind the data. This is valuable for building ‘physical’ domestic hot water computer
models, as their parameters can be used to construct more accurate simulations of
hot water demand, a necessary component of these models [25].
2.3 Domestic hot water modelling
As a physical roll-out of smart controllers would be prohibitively expensive for re-
search purposes, much existing smart control research uses simulations to determine
the potential of smart control [24], [28]–[30], [32], [38], [42], [44], [45], [52], [62], [67],
[68]. In the context of researching a physical system under smart control, simulations
are created using known physical and statistical properties of the system. Physical
properties are determined through an understanding of the physics of the system.
Statistical properties tend to be determined using existing data collected from the
physical system, or relevant subsets of the system. Simulations then use these prop-
erties to create (simulate) new data that mimics that which would be obtained if this
system was constructed in reality. Parameters of the system being simulated are able
to be altered to see how this affects the outputs being studied [28].
Domestic hot water modelling refers to the process of building simulations of a
residential hot water cylinder and its operation. In the wider context of computer
modelling, these are referred to as ‘physical’ models. While all models are less accurate
than the systems they replicate, analyses that utilise computer models have a number
of crucial benefits over real-world alternatives. Firstly, a well-constructed physical
model provides the ability to make an analysis regarding alterations to the physical
system that may be difficult or expensive to carry out in reality. Secondly, physical
models provide the ability to ‘speed up’ the passing of time, and to be run ‘into the
future’, two features currently unavailable when conducting real-world analyses. Hot
water cylinder models may be utilised for a number of applications. Some represent
the physical system, with all its temperature gradients and heat and fluid flows, to
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a high degree of accuracy [69], [70]. These are suited for analyses as to the effects of
making physical changes to the system, such as adjusting the position of the outlet
[69], [70] or cylinder dimensions [70]. However, a high degree of physical accuracy
comes with high computational cost. The more physically simplistic models are more
suitable for analyses that span over longer periods of time such as weeks, months or
years, as is necessary in simulations of smart control scenarios.
Generally speaking, a domestic hot water model will consist of both a mathemat-
ical description of the physical system, and a mathematical or statistical description
of the flow of hot water out of the tank, that is, hot water demand. A mathematical
representation of the physical cylinder must, at a minimum, take into consideration
the internal temperature effects of inflows of cold and outflows of hot water, heat
input into the cylinder from the element, and heat loss from the walls of the cylinder.
Water temperature(s) within the cylinder are important, both for heat flow calcu-
lations, and for determining if and when the cylinder has run out of hot water. In
a cylinder of warm water at equilibrium a temperature difference between the top
and bottom of the cylinder naturally arises. This can be described in terms of three
distinct volumes of water. At the bottom of the cylinder, there is a volume of cooler
water, with only a slight change in temperature from the bottom to the top of it.
At the top, a volume of warmer water, again with only a slight vertical temperature
gradient. These are separated by a thin volume of water known as the thermocline,
whereby a rapid change in temperature occurs between its top and bottom [28].
Some models choose to simplify this heat distribution within the tank, consider-
ing it instead to be one well-mixed, single temperature volume of water [30], [71],
[72]. This method has the benefit of being computationally inexpensive, allowing for
temporally extensive analyses to be carried out, to the detriment of some physical
accuracy. Other models simplify the heat distribution as two well-mixed bodies of
water at the top and bottom, separated by a thermocline of negligible width [28],
[73], [74]. While requiring more computer resources than the single-volume models,
the two-volume models still a provide relatively computationally inexpensive means
of analysing hot water usage, while capturing some additional physical characteristics
such as the rapid ‘running out’ of hot water. A schematic of a two-volume model is
provided in Fig. 2.1 Finally, some hot water cylinder models use computational fluid
dynamics software to maintain very high amounts of physical accuracy, essentially
allowing the determination of water temperature at any point within the cylinder
[69], [70].









Figure 2.1: A schematic representing a two-volume physical model of a
hot water cylinder [28].
Within these models there must be the ability to simulate the demand of hot
water. The model in [71] simply schedules three 35L, 38° hot water events at three
separate times through the day. The model in [28] simulates domestic hot water
usage by assuming up to three major use events (representing showers, bathing etc.)
that are random and normally distributed about fixed times of day, with additional
minor usage events (representing hand washing etc.) having equal probability of
occurring between specified intervals at other times. A similar method was used
in [75], however within this research use events were separated into four different
categories, each with different (Gaussian distributed) probabilities of volume and
time of occurrence. For much of the hot water cylinder research previously mentioned
however, the methodology around demand simulation is not clearly elucidated.
Statistical insights gained from parameters within appropriate demand forecasting
models have the potential to be incorporated into physical models to simulate demand.
This would improve how accurately these physical models represent reality [25], in
turn improving accuracy of results from smart control simulations. The research
conducted for this thesis does not use any physical models. However, when the
forecasting models that are used in this thesis are compared to one another, suitability
for incorporation into a physical model is considered (see Section 3.10).
The use of physical models alongside forecasting models in a smart control algo-
rithm has been previously researched in [23]. Residential hot water demand forecasts
with Austrian electricity spot price data were provided as inputs in a smart control
simulation of hot water cylinders. This was optimised to arbitrage spot market elec-
tricity prices and/or reduce overall energy demand. Cost savings of up to 12% were
demonstrated when optimising for price arbitrage, and energy savings of up to 12%
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were demonstrated when optimising for energy efficiency.
2.4 Model selection
Every forecasting model has unique strengths and weaknesses that render it more or
less suitable to the aims of this thesis outlined in Section 1.5. Based on suitability
to meet these aims, some models encountered within existing literature were selected
for further investigation, while others were disregarded.
This research places emphasis on the ARIMA and related models, as existing
literature suggested these would have a reasonable performance over all the compar-
ative metrics (detailed in Section 3.10). For the same reason, SVMs were chosen
as a representative AI method. ANNs were not investigated in any depth, as they
appeared to require high performance computational resources to execute in a timely
manner while not offering accuracy improvements over SVMs. We are interested in
predictions based only on data that would be available from any smart meter with
a separately metered hot water cylinder, as is commonly available in New Zealand
today. For this reason, models that rely on the availability of external data were
not utilised, although some regression was carried out using other appliances as the
regressor variable.
This chapter indicated that much groundwork has been done in the existing lit-
erature as to which models would be good candidates for predicting residential hot
water electricity demand. A selection of promising models were chosen for compar-
ison based on their performance and/or prevalence in existing literature. These are
described in more detail in the methodology chapter that follows.
2.5 Relationship between this thesis and existing
literature
In this section, we compare the aims of this thesis (see Section 1.5) to the existing
literature.
While there is some existing research that compares electricity demand forecasting
models, comparisons generally only consider accuracy of predictions. When compu-
tational costs are mentioned, they are qualitative, and given little focus [64]. There is
very little consideration within existing literature to utilising parameters from fore-
casting models in order to simulate demand within a physical model [25]. While the
researchers in [66] use hot water demand as a regressor to improve prediction of total
building electricity demand, no research was found that used the electricity demand of
other appliances as a regressor to improve prediction of hot water electricity demand.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing literature that compares a range
of models to forecast residential hot water electricity demand. Within the existing
literature, the piece of research most similar to that conducted for this thesis is that of
Gelažanskas and Gamage in [26]. While this thesis draws on the key findings within
this research, it differs in a number of ways, which are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between this thesis and the most similar piece
of existing literature
This thesis Gelažanskas and Gamage
Focus of study Domestic hot water Domestic hot water
Data resolution Half hour 1 hour
Data type Electricity demand Volumetric demand
Forecast length Half hour 24 hours
Forecast methods Time series, regression, AI Time series
Comparative metrics Various Accuracy
Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter begins by giving an introduction to the existing dataset that was used for
this research. It goes on to describe some necessary cleaning and preparation of the
data in Section 3.2. In any data analysis, there are preliminary processes that should
be undertaken in order to get a general overview of the data [33]. This allows for an
informed opinion to be made as to the best techniques to achieve the desired objectives
of the analysis. These preliminary processes explore our dataset for the purpose of
ascertaining any patterns and attributes that may assist in building our forecasting
models. An introduction to terminology and concepts that are fundamental to these
preliminary processes is provided in Section 3.3. Analyses relating to the temporal
behaviour of the hot water electricity demand data are introduced in Sections 3.4 and
3.5. An analysis regarding the correlation between hot water and other appliance
electricity demand is introduced in Section 3.6. Mathematical descriptions of the
forecasting models utilised in the main body of work are then introduced in Section
3.7, with applicability to the context of hot water electricity demand forecasting
provided. Finally, the metrics by which the models are compared with one another
are outlined in Section 3.10.
In this thesis, all data processing and modelling was conducted using the R pro-
gramming language [76]. In particular, data extraction and processing used the pack-
ages GREENGridData [77], dplyr [78] and data.table [79]. Time series manipulation
and analysis used packages lubridate [80], forecast [81], and xts [82]. Plots were
created using the packages ggplot2 [83], ggplotmisc [84], and gridExtra [85]. Ta-
bles were created using knitr [86], pander [87], and kableExtra [88]. Models were
constructed using the packages forecast [81], stats [76], and e107 [89]. Additional
functions and packages used to create the models are presented after the description
of the corresponding model.
To facilitate reproducibility of results for future research, significant consideration
has been given to documenting each step of the analysis process. All code is publicly
available under an Apache License 2.0 from https://github.com/raffertyparker/
HWCanalysis.
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3.1 Data description
The data used for this thesis was collected from monitored sub-metered electrical
power usage of 44 households in Hawkes Bay and Taranaki, New Zealand, at one
minute intervals between 2014 and 2018 as part of the GREEN Grid project [3]. The
dataset is publicly available from the UK Data Service. Publications to date that have
utilised the dataset include [90], [91], [4], [92], and [28]. In this dataset, individual
households have labels beginning with rf_, followed by unique identifying numbers.
Note that these numbers are non-sequential. This labelling format is maintained
throughout this research in order to simplify cross-referencing with other research that
uses this dataset. More information about this dataset, including detailed reports of
data issues and access instructions, is available at https://cfsotago.github.io/
GREENGridData/.
3.2 Initial data cleaning
Some of the households in the original dataset are not suited to the purposes of
this analysis. Three were removed immediately (rf_15, rf_17 and rf_46) due
to issues with the data collection process (see https://github.com/CfSOtago/
GREENGridData/issues/21 and https://github.com/CfSOtago/GREENGridData/
issues/19 for more information). Data files from the remaining households are
unzipped and processed using the GREENGridData package [77]. Total electricity
is imputed from the submeters using the script imputeTotalPower.R (obtained
from the GREENGridData Github repository). From this output, imputed to-
tal electricity demand and hot water electricity demand were extracted using
GREENGridData::extractCircuitFromCleanGridSpy1min.R. The outputs from
this script then require some further cleaning and processing to be suitable for our
analysis. During the preliminary data exploration, a number of households in the
dataset were found to have characteristics that meant they were unsuitable for this
analysis, and were removed. These are as follows: Households rf_07, rf_09, rf_10,
rf_17b, rf_19, rf_21, rf_26, rf_28, rf_41, rf_43, rf_47 did not have separate
hot water metering. Households rf_23 and rf_24 had hot water controlled by either
a timer or a home energy management system in order to maximise self-consumption
of their solar PV. Household rf_11 had a heat-pump hot water system, which
did not have a typical on/off element. Household rf_17a had extremely low hot
water electricity values, indicating a problem with the sensor. Households rf_27,
rf_01, rf_15b, had periods of days, weeks, or even months where no hot water
electricity was used interspersed with (somewhat) normal usage. All these households
were therefore discarded from further analysis. In addition, household rf_31 only
collected zero values for hot water electricity after 26th of February 2016. Rather
than discarding this household, it was instead cropped so as to only contain values
before this date. All remaining households are hereafter referred to as the ‘sample’
households. For the sample households, hot water electricity demand is subtracted
from total electricity demand, giving two separate columns: hot water electricity,
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and all other electricity.
Many of the time series analysis packages used in this work require perfectly se-
quential data collection, with no missing (or ‘NA’) values. As such, any ‘holes’ in our
data were dealt with as follows. When long periods of missing data occurred (deter-
mined by visual inspection of preliminary plots) the largest period of uninterrupted
data collection was selected for further analysis, with the remainder discarded. The
effect of removing these larger holes can be seen by comparing figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Smaller holes in data were dealt with by inserting zero values of electricity power
where necessary. Zero values were selected as opposed to using averages or other
methods to reflect the ‘on/off’ nature of the HWC element at 1 minute timescales.
This technique facilitates further analysis at this level of granularity if required.
Figure 3.1: Overview of data before cleaning process
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Figure 3.2: Overview of data after cleaning process
While analysis at 1 minute timescales may be beneficial in a future where metering
and transmitting infrastructure is capable of facilitating control at this detail, in this
thesis we are attempting to develop methods that could be implemented using existing
smart meters. Smart meters in New Zealand currently store and transmit data that
has been averaged over half hour periods. Before developing forecasting models we
further process our data to imitate this by averaging electricity power over each half
hour time step. This has the effect of ‘smoothing’ our data, which may be seen in
Fig. 3.3.
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Table 3.1: Example of the clean and processed data used in the analysis
hHour linkID nonHWelec HWelec
2015-07-01 12:00:00 rf_06 497.5623 1636.8797
2015-07-01 12:30:00 rf_06 1247.1337 0.0000
2015-07-01 13:00:00 rf_06 859.3010 0.0000
2015-07-01 13:30:00 rf_06 1308.8877 1391.1207
2015-07-01 14:00:00 rf_06 668.4983 471.1483


























Figure 3.3: Comparison of hot water electricity data at 1 minute reso-
lution with the same data averaged to 30 minute resolution
Note that much of the preliminary data analysis (described in Section 3.3 and
presented in Chapter 4) was carried out using data at one minute resolution. All
forecasting models (introduced in Section 3.7 and presented in Chapter 5) were con-
structed using the half hour averaged data.
While minor additional processing was necessary for particular models, the funda-
mental form of the data used throughout the analysis is the form shown in Table 3.1.
The hHour column is the timestamp, linkID represents the household, and nonHWelec
and HWelec are the half-hour averaged electricity demand of other appliances and hot
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water, respectively.
3.3 Time series notation and fundamentals
In this thesis we are concerned with predictability and patterns within our data
over time, therefore we extensively utilise a data science technique called ‘time series
analysis’. This section introduces the notation and some key concepts relating to
time series data and time series analysis used in this thesis. For further information
or clarification, the book “Introductory Time Series With R” [33] provides a good
overview of time series analysis.
A time series {x1, x2, ..., xn}, also abbreviated to {xt}, is a collection of n samples
of data taken over evenly spaced intervals at discrete times {t = 1, 2, ..., n} [33].
In this research, {xt} refers to the half-hour averaged hot water electricity demand.
Similarly, the electricity demand of other appliances is denoted {yt}. Models may
be constructed by adjusting their internal parameters in order to best fit this data
(referred to as model ‘fitting’). This provides the ability to predict a future value
based on historical data values. In this thesis, models are denoted using the ‘hat’
notation, where {x̂t} is the model of {xt}.
There are a number of terms and concepts that assist in providing clear and
succinct mathematical descriptions of time series analysis methods and models. The
expected value, E is often encountered in time series methods. The expected value of a
discrete random variable is the probability-weighted average of all its possible values.
This is defined mathematically as follows. Let x be a variable with a finite number of




xi pi = x1p1 + x2p2 + · · ·+ xkpk. (3.1)
Note that when p1 = p2 = · · · = pk, the expected value is equal to the mean. In this
thesis, the mean is denoted using overline notation, i.e., the mean of {xt} is x̄.
A common statistical method used to measure the amount of variation within
data is the standard deviation, σ. For a collection of T measurements of time series






(xi − x̄)2. (3.2)
Another useful concept is that of covariance. Covariance (denoted Cov) is a measure
that is used when we have multivariable time series data (such as that comprised
of both hot water electricity demand and other appliance demand). It is defined as
the expected value of the product of their deviations from their individual expected
values. Given two variables x and y,
Cov(x, y) = E
[
(x− E[x])(y − E[y])
]
. (3.3)
In order to succinctly describe time series analysis methods it is useful to utilise
the backshift operator. The backshift operator B shifts the value it operates on to
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the previous value in the series, i.e., Bxt = xt−1. This may be raised to arbitrary
powers to shift values further in time, i.e.,
Bkxt = xt−k. (3.4)
The difference between an observed value and the value predicted by a model,
x̂t − xt, is formally known as the residual. This can be intuitively understood as the
error in the model prediction. The residual sum of squares (RSS) is the sum of the




(xi − x̂t)2 (3.5)
Many models considered in this research use algorithms to adjust their parameters in
order to minimise the RSS subject to parameter constraints.
3.3.1 White noise
A white noise time series, {wt : t = 1, 2, ..., n} is a set of independent and identically
distributed variables with zero mean. This implies that E{wj} = 0 for all j, and that
Cov(wk, wj) =
σ2, if k = j0, if k 6= j (3.6)
where σ is the standard deviation. Models that effectively capture the underlying
properties of their data have residuals that approximate white noise. This is elabo-
rated on in Section 3.9.
3.4 Periodicity
To fit with known properties of total residential electricity demand [92], we would
expect residential hot water electricity demand to fluctuate with daily and weekly
periodicity due to the routines of the household occupants. This periodicity is often
observed in annual timescales in econometric and financial time series data, such as
an increase in house sales during summer months [93]. As many time series methods
were developed to analyse econometric and financial data, these periodic fluctuations
(regardless of timescale) are collectively referred to as ‘seasonality’.
3.4.1 Autocovariance
There are a number of different methods which allow us to explore seasonality within a
time series. One method is autocovariance. Autocovariance compares the covariance
of a stochastic process (such as our time series data of hot water electricity use) with
itself at different time lags. This is a valuable tool for visualising and quantifying
cyclical behaviour of data, and is defined as
ζk = E
[
(xt − µ)(xt+k − µ)
]
, (3.7)
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where k is the lag value, E is the expected value operator, and µ is the mean of xt
and xt+k, i.e. µ = xt+xt+k2 .
Autocovariance is visualised through plotting the autocorrelation function. A lag





The autocorrelation function ρk is then plotted against lag values k. For our analysis,
this was obtained using the Acf function [81].
3.4.2 Seasonal and trend decomposition
Another time series method that may be used to explore seasonality of time series
data is by approximating the data as a function or combination of functions. This
facilitates the discovery of underlying patterns within the data. Local polynomial
regression (Loess) is a method that fits simple polynomial functions to small localised
subsets of data by minimising the function’s RSS.
Seasonal and trend decomposition using Loess (STL) is a procedure used for
discovering underlying patterns in the data. An STL decomposition separates the
data into three components, referred to as the ‘trend’, ‘seasonality’, and ‘remainder’
(also referred to as ‘random’). The original data can be replicated by summation of
these three components.
The trend represents low frequency changes in the data, along with longer term
average shifts. Seasonality refers to the periodic behaviour of the data. The remainder
is the deviation of the actual data from the addition of the trend and the seasonality.
The STL algorithm requires two recursive procedures, an inner loop nested within
an outer loop, both of which are lengthy and involved. Its description is therefore
beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be examined in [94]. For our analysis, STL
decomposition was conducted using the R packages stats [76] and forecast [81].
Decomposition of data using STL can be a highly effective addition to a hot water
demand model, as documented in [26]. Within this research, we combine an STL






















































Decomposition of additive time series
Figure 3.4: Seasonal decomposition of one week of hot water electricity
demand data (W) from household rf_35, performed by the decompose
function in the stats package [76]
Fig. 3.4 illustrates an STL decomposition of a household over one week. The
top panel, labelled ‘observed’, is the actual data, while the lower three panels display
the trend, seasonal, and random components of this data. Note the repeating daily
pattern in the seasonal panel.
While inspecting a plot of the STL decomposition provides a good visual intuition
of patterns in the data, the model is not directly interpretable in its raw form. Each
component is provided as a column of values spanning over the same time steps as
the data to which it is fitted. The seasonal component can be obtained as a daily
profile provided by its 48 repeating half-hour values. Succinct parameters for the
trend component can be obtained through fitting a polynomial to it and taking the
coefficients. This additional processing of the STL decomposition is left as further
work.
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3.4.3 Fourier analysis
Fourier analysis is another method of approximating time series data in terms of
functions in order to discover underlying properties of the data. Rather than fitting
polynomial functions to local subsets of data as performed by STL, a Fourier analysis
represents data in terms of a linear combination of sinusoids, known as a Fourier
series [95].
When applied to a collection of n observations, {x1, x2, . . . , xn} a Fourier series




{ak cos(ωkt) + bksin(ωkt)}, , (3.9)
where c is a constant, ωk are the frequencies, and ak, bk are the amplitudes [96].
These parameters are adjusted in order to best fit the equation to the underlying
data. Dominant frequencies are those which correspond (i.e., have the same value
of k) to the sinusoids with the highest amplitudes [97]. The mechanics of how the
parameters of (3.9) are adjusted to best fit the data are beyond the scope of this
thesis. For more information, refer to [97] or [96].
As some time-series models (such as seasonal ARIMA) require cycle frequency
to be manually input, automated frequency extraction has the potential to be highly
beneficial when creating household-specific prediction models. To provide an example
related to this research, some households may display weekly seasonality, others may
display stronger seasonality in daily, half-daily, or other timescales. Rather than
using a ‘one size fits all’ seasonality, or manually determining the seasonality through
autocovariance, Fourier analysis may provide a means of automating a household-
specific model building process.
Within this research, dominant cycle frequencies (seasonal periods) within our
data are extracted by Fourier analysis using the function periodogram from the TSA
package. These were intended to be used as inputs for a seasonal ARIMA model
(refer to Sections 3.7.8 and 5.5), however this model was eventually discarded as its
computational time was prohibitively long.
3.5 Stationarity
A stationary time series is one whose joint probability distributions are stable over
time [93]. This means that for a time series {xt}, any sequential subset of the data
should have the same expected value and variance (σ2) as any other sequential subset,
i.e.
E[xt1 , . . . , xtn ] = E[xt1+τ , . . . , xtn+τ ] (3.10)
and
σ2[xt1 , . . . , xtn ] = σ2[xt1+τ , . . . , xtn+τ ], (3.11)
for all integer values of τ, n such that xtn , xtn+τ are within {xt}.
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Stationary time series data should not show signs of trends or seasonality. Non sta-
tionary data may be made stationary by a process known as differencing (see Section
3.7.4). For an example of non-stationary data made stationary through differencing,
see Fig. 3.6.
Some models utilised in this research (in particular those that are ARIMA based)
are more accurate when applied to stationary data. If non-stationarity is detected,
ARIMA models are fitted to differenced data to achieve an accurate fit, and then
‘un-differenced’ before returning an output. Tests of data stationarity are obtained
automatically within the auto.arima [81] function. Details of how this is carried out
can be found in the documentation of [81].
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Figure 3.5: Electricity demand of hot water and other appliances over
one day for household rf_06 at 1 minute resolution
During initial data exploration, it was found that households often show instances
whereby the electricity demand of other appliances is correlated with hot water elec-
tricity demand. In general this correlation is unsurprising, as it simply confirms that
the houses tend to be occupied at the time that hot water is being used. However,
this correlation becomes useful for forecasting when values of hot water demand are
correlated with prior values of other electricity demand. Many people may choose, for
example, to turn on the kettle before a shower in the morning, or cook dinner before
doing the dishes in the evening. An example demonstrating this behaviour is given in
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Fig. 3.5. We can make a more thorough exploration into the temporal relationship
between hot water electricity demand and that of other appliances through examining
their cross-covariance.
In a similar fashion to the autocovariance function given by (3.7), the cross-
covariance function of two variables x, y is defined by
γk(x, y) = E
[
(xt+k − µx)(yt − µy)
]
, (3.12)
where variable x lags variable y by lag k, µx = xt+xt+k2 , and µy =
yt+yt+k
2 [33].
Plotting the cross-covariance (known as a cross correlogram) allows visual inspec-
tion of the relation between the two variables at different time lags. Cross-covariances
were constructed using the Ccf [81] function. When creating models that incorporate
regression of lagging values of other electricity demand (refer to Sections 3.7.3, 3.7.10,
3.7.11 and 3.7.12), cross-covariances allow us to select appropriate lag times.
3.7 Introduction to selected models
This section outlines a broad introduction to the various models selected for use in this
thesis. These models were selected based on their performance in similar applications,
with consideration given to the aims of this thesis outlined in Section 1.5. Due to the
range of metrics by which models are compared (see 3.10), some relatively simplistic
models were included for comparison. While these simple models may not perform as
well as more complex ones in terms of accuracy, they have the potential to perform
higher in other metrics. Models are presented roughly in order of their complexity.
Note that white noise terms, {wt} are included within model descriptions. This
term represents the residual of the model, as discussed in Section 3.3. Previous values
of these white noise residuals are used to predict future values of the dependent
variable in moving average models. As described in Section 3.3, a white noise time
series is inherently unpredictable with an expected value of zero. Thus, when a model
is used for forecasting, predictions of future values of these terms are always equal to
zero. If the same model was used for demand simulations, non-zero white noise terms
can be artificially generated to provide realistic fluctuations of hot water demand
about the values predicted by the model [25].
3.7.1 Naive model
In keeping with comparative forecasting research best practice [26], [66], a very sim-
plistic model is selected by which to compare the performance of more complicated
models to. The model selected for this task is known as a ‘random walk’. A random
walk model takes the form
x̂t = xt−1 + wt, (3.13)
where {wt} is a white noise series.
Random walk models are more commonly used in simulations than forecasts.
When used in simulations, the white noise is artificially generated to simulate a
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potential evolution of the variable in time. When used in forecasting, as always within
this thesis, the white noise term is allocated its expected value of zero. Consequently,
the value of hot water electricity demand x of the next time step can be best predicted
by its value in the current time step, i.e. x̂t+1 = xt. Due to their simplicity and ease of
computation random walk models are sometimes used in forecasting as a benchmark
model, against which other models may be compared. For this reason, they are often
referred to as ‘naive’ models. The naive models used in this research were created
using the naive function [81]. Further details regarding this model can be found in
[33].
3.7.2 Seasonal naive model
In a similar manner to the naive model, the seasonal naive model estimates the next
value in a series from a single prior observation. However, the seasonal naive model
makes the assumption that for data that displays seasonality, the most likely value
of the next time step is that of the same time one period prior, i.e.
x̂t = xt−s + wt, (3.14)
where s is the length of one period. Seasonal naive models were created using the
snaive function [81]. Further details regarding this model can be found in [33].
3.7.3 Simple linear regression
Linear modelling is a regression method prized for its simplicity in interpretation
and computation. A special case of a linear model is the simple linear regression,
which fits a straight line through data in order to minimise the RSS. When applied
to forecasting, a simple linear regression can fit a line to historical values of the
dependent (or ‘response’) variable in order to estimate future values. This line is
fitted to minimise the RSS, and is given by xt = γ0 +γ1t. While this can be useful for
determining general trends over longer periods of time, it can not capture any regular
shorter term fluctuations of a time series about this trend (seasonality).
Another way of utilising simple linear regression for time series forecasting is by
introducing a separate predictor variable or variables. For our data, we separate
electricity demand into hot water, and other appliances. Simple linear regression
then provides a method of exploring how the demand of hot water electricity (xt) can
be predicted from previous values of other appliances (yt−k). This is given by the
model
x̂t = γ0 +
k∑
i=1
γiyt−i + wt. (3.15)
In this thesis, simple linear regression models were constructed using the lm function
[76]. Further details regarding simple linear regression can be found in [33].
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3.7.4 Differencing
Differencing a time series {xt} is a simple method of removing trends in order to
make the time series stationary (see Section 3.5). This is often used in combination
with other methods which become more accurate when applied to stationary data.
Differencing is defined using the backshift operator as
Id = (1−B)d, (3.16)
where d is an integer. A time series {xt} is referred to as integrated of order d if
the dth difference of {xt} is stationary. Integrated time series’ become relevant when
considering the ARIMA model in Section 3.7.7, as this is the component within the
ARIMA model that the ‘I’ refers to. An example of first order integrated time series
data is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6, whereby total household electricity data becomes



















Figure 3.6: Total electricity demand data of household rf_22 before
and after first-order differencing
3.7.5 Autoregression
An autoregression model of order p, referred to as AR(p), can be given by
x̂t = α1xt−1 + α2xt−2 + ...+ αpxt−p + wt, (3.17)
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where {wt} is white noise and αi are model parameters, and αp 6= 0. This can be




αiBixt + wt, (3.18)
and by moving the summation to the left hand side, this may be expressed in poly-
nomial notation as
θp(B)x̂t = (1− α1B− α2B2 − ...− αpBp)x̂t = wt, (3.19)
where θp is a polynomial of order p. Autoregression makes up the ‘AR’ component
in an ARIMA model, discussed further in Section 3.7.7.
3.7.6 Moving average
A q-order moving average model, MA(q) can be expressed as a linear combination of
the white noise residual wt (see Section 3.3) and the q most recent previous residuals,
defined as
x̂t = E[xt] + wt + β1wt−1 + ...+ βqwt−q. (3.20)
If E[xt] = 0, which may be artificially induced by prior processing with the differencing
method in the Section 3.7.4, (3.20) may be expressed as
x̂t = (1 + β1B + β2B2 + ...+ βqBq)wt = φqBwt, (3.21)
where B is the backshift operator defined in (3.4), and φq is a polynomial of order
q. A moving average model makes up the ‘MA’ component in an ARIMA model,
discussed further in Section 3.7.7.
3.7.7 ARIMA
An Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) process of order (p, q) combines autore-
gression with the moving average process, adding the two together. This results in
xt = α1xt−1 + α2xt−2 + ...+ αpxt−p + wt + β1wt−1 + β2wt−2 + ...+ βqwt−q. (3.22)
This may be expressed in terms of the backward shift operator in polynomial form as
θp(B)xt = φq(B)wt. (3.23)
An ARMA model can make predictions about future values based on previous values.
In the context of hot water electricity demand forecasting, the ARMA model would
recognise that the element used certain values of electricity over the previous few time
steps, and provides a value for the next time step accordingly.
For reasons that are beyond the scope of this thesis, ARMA models are more
accurate when applied to stationary data. Thus to improve accuracy, they are often
applied to data that has been integrated in order to force stationarity. If data is
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integrated d times before an ARMA(p, q) model is fitted, the output is referred to
as an ARIMA(p, d, q) model. Autoregression and moving average models may then
be considered individually as special cases of ARIMA models; ARIMA(p, d, 0) and
ARIMA(0, d, q) respectively. In the context of hot water electricity demand forecast-
ing, the ARIMA model would recognise that, given the subsequent changes in element
electricity use over the previous few time steps, a prediction can be made as to the
following change in electricity use.
When fitting an ARIMA model, values for p, d and q must be selected in order to
best fit the data while minimising computational expense and avoiding overfitting.
Larger values of p and q in particular tend to increase accuracy, while taking longer
to compute. The process of selecting optimal values for p, d and q can be automated
through minimising the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [98], where
AIC = −2× log-likelihood + 2× number of parameters. (3.24)
The R function auto.arima [81] was used to create ARIMA models. This function
automatically select the parameters p, d, q which minimise the AIC specific to the
particular data being modelled. This is done iteratively according to the algorithm
outlined in [99]. Inputs for maximum values of p, d and q are necessary in order to
bound processing time. These maximum values were (respectively) fixed at 5, 2 and
5 for all ARIMA based modelling conducted within this research. Further details
regarding ARIMA models can be found in [33].
3.7.8 Seasonal ARIMA
In a similar manner to how trends can be removed through differencing at lag 1,
seasonal effects within data can be removed by differencing at lag s, where s is
the length of the season. A seasonal ARIMA model may also introduce additional
autoregressive and moving average terms at lag s, giving a model of the form
ARIMA(p, d, q)(P,D,Q)s. This may be expressed in polynomial notation as
ΘP (Bs)θp(B)(1−Bs)D(1−B)dxt = ΦQ(Bs)φq(B)wt. (3.25)
Due to residential hot water demand displaying seasonality (refer to Section 4.2),
seasonal ARIMA models were a promising candidate for the aims of this thesis.
3.7.9 STL with ARIMA
An alternative mechanism by which to incorporate cyclic effects into ARIMA models
is through applying STL decomposition (see Section 3.4.2) before model fitting. A
time series may be split into seasonal, trend, and remainder components, with the
remainder component being modelled as an ARIMA process in the same manner as
described in Section 3.7.7. The seasonal and trend components are then added back
to the ARIMA modelled remainder as the complete forecasting model. This method
was the most accurate model considered in [26]. STL + ARIMA models were fitted
using the stlm function [81].
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3.7.10 ARIMAX
An ‘ARIMAX’ model is an ARIMA model with the addition of an external regressor
[66]. One way in which this may be interpreted is as a simple linear regression model
with ARIMA errors. This combines Equations (3.15) and (3.22) in the form









βiwt−i + wt, (3.26)
where y is the external regressor. In the context of this research, the regressor y is
the electricity demand of other appliances. ARIMAX models were created using the
auto.arima function [81].
3.7.11 STL with ARIMAX
The predictive power of seasonal decomposition and external regressors may be com-
bined with an ARIMA model, to get a model we refer to as STL + ARIMAX. This
method decomposes the data into seasonal, trend and remainder components, (refer
to Section 3.4.2), and then fits an ARIMAX model (refer to Section 3.7.10) to the
remainder component using lagged values of other appliance electricity demand as
external regressors (refer to Section 3.7.10). This is then added back to the seasonal
and trend components to complete the model. STL + ARIMAX models were created
using the stlm function [81]. No existing literature was discovered that uses an STL
+ ARIMAX model for electricity demand forecasting.
3.7.12 Support vector machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) are an AI method commonly used for forecasting
electricity demand. This process allows data that may highly non-linear to be a
linearly classified by mapping it in a higher dimensional space [100]. To facilitate
intuition of this process, an artificial example of this is provided in Fig. 3.7. Fig.
3.7 shows how, by transforming data from a two dimensional space into a three
dimensional space using an appropriate function, the data may be linearly separated,
in this case by a plane.
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Figure 3.7: Example demonstrating the underlying classifying mecha-
nism of a SVM, whereby data with two different classifications (signi-
fied by colour) are mapped into a higher dimension to permit a linear
separation [101]
The function use to perform this mapping is known as the kernel function, K, In
Fig. 3.7, K(x1, x2) = (x1, x2, x21 + x22). This technique may be achieved in arbitrarily
many dimensions, with the high-dimensional plane used to separate the data known as
a hyperplane. The position of the classifying hyperplane is constructed iteratively in
order to maximise the perpendicular distance between the hyperplane and the closest
samples on either side of it. For this reason, the classifying hyperplane is denoted the
‘maximum margin’ hyperplane. The vectors that run parallel to the hyperplane and
contain the closest samples to it are known as ‘support vectors’.
The SVMs used in this research were built in the following manner. First, we
denote the maximum margin hyperplane as Γ, which is defined mathematically in
terms of the variables within our data as







where h is the (half) hour of day, provided to take seasonality into consideration, x
and y again denote hot water electricity and the electricity demand of other appliances
respectively, and γ refer to unknown weights that must be determined through the
learning algorithm. Now Γ is fitted iteratively in the following manner.
For simplification, we denote zt to be the vector comprised of our data variables,




In the context of iteratively fitting Γ, vector zt can be thought of as the most recent
data sample provided to the fitting algorithm. Expressed in this manner, Γ is defined
by parameters b and αi, and zt(i) are the support vectors. Γi is called the ‘class value’
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of z(i), and only takes two values, 1 or −1. This can be understood intuitively as
classifying zt according to whether it sits ‘above’ or ‘below’ Γ. A Gaussian radial
basis function was selected according to preliminary modelling as the optimal kernel
function, K. This is defined as
K = e(−|zt(i)−zt|2). (3.29)
Parameters b and αi in (3.28) are adjusted by solving a quadratic optimisation prob-
lem. This is outside the scope of this thesis, but may be found in [102]. Once these
parameters have been optimised, the original weights γ in (3.27) can be determined.
Following this, predictions for our hot water value xt can be obtained by inputting
corresponding zt vector values of ht, xt−1, xt−2, yt−1, yt−2 into (3.27). In keeping with
the notation of the rest of this chapter, we may then denote the SVM model as
x̂t = Γ(zt). (3.30)
Some of the more involved details regarding SVMs have been withheld as they are
outside the scope of this thesis. For further details regarding using SVM models
for forecasting electricity demand refer to [65], or for a more general overview, refer
to [100]. Support vector machines were created using the svm function [89]. This
function uses the training algorithms detailed in [102].
3.8 Training and validating
When fitting a prediction model to data, a closer fit can usually be obtained by
increasing the number of parameters within the model. An extreme example of this
would be a highly complex model with zero, or close to zero errors. While a cursory
look at the residuals of this model might suggest it has high prediction powers, it
may start to return large errors once used to predict data it has not encountered
before. This is an example of ‘overfitting’ a model, whereby a model goes beyond
capturing key statistical properties of the underlying data and begins fitting itself to
the random fluctuations about these properties, which are inherently unpredictable.
For this reason, it is good practice to fit a model to one set of data, and then test its
accuracy by making predictions on a separate set [103]. These two separate sets are
referred to as training data and validating data, respectively.
Within this research, household data were separated chronologically. For each
household, the first 80% of the data were used for model training, and the final 20%
were used for validating. All models within this research were built and tested in this
manner, with the exception of the two naive benchmark models. As, by definition,
the naive models had no chance of becoming overfit, they were simply tested against
the validation data.
3.9 Residual analysis
If a model has accurately captured the underlying statistical properties of its data,
the model residuals will resemble white noise. A simple diagnostic test may be used
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to check that this is the case. Following from the definition of a white noise series
provided in Section 3.3.1, and the autocorrelation function in (3.8), a white noise
series has an autocorrelation function ρk such that
ρk =
1, if k = 00, if k 6= 0. (3.31)
Due to natural variations in the data, statistically effective models will not have
residuals such that ρk is exactly zero for all k 6= 0. Instead, the plot of ρk should start
at one and decay rapidly below a 5% significance level (shown on the autocovariance
plots in Chapter 5 as a blue dotted line). Effective models should have at most 5% of
values exceeding this level [33]. Slower decay indicates that autoregressive properties
have not been sufficiently considered. Periodic oscillations that exceed the significance
level indicate that seasonal properties have not been sufficiently considered.
3.10 Comparative metrics
There are a number of different considerations that must be made when comparing
models for the process of electricity demand forecasting. This section outlines those
considered relevant to the aims of this thesis.
3.10.1 Accuracy
Perhaps the most important consideration in forecasting is the accuracy of the model
in predicting values from the set of validation data. While there are a number of ways
that model accuracy could be defined, a common method in existing literature is that
of the ‘root mean square error’ (RMSE) [26], [27], [50], [54], [56], [58], [60], [61], [64],
[104]. This is determined by the root mean square of the residuals, with lower values
indicating higher accuracy. Expressed mathematically, the RMSE of predicted values







For each model considered within this research, the average RMSE of predictions is
taken over all households to provide the overall model RMSE.
As demand response is most crucial during daily peak periods, additional analysis
is carried out to ascertain the accuracy during grid peaks (from 7 am to 9 am, and from
5 pm to 8 pm [10]). This was obtained by calculating the RMSE for all predictions
that occurred during peak periods (denoted RMSEpeak). To assist comparisons, this
is then used to calculate a percentage error increase (PEI) between the average RMSE
and the average RMSE during peak times. The PEI is given by:
PEI = RMSEpeak − RMSERMSE . (3.33)
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3.10.2 Physical fidelity
In addition to accuracy of prediction values, there are benefits to models that closely
resemble the physical process they are predicting. A physically accurate model of
electricity demand would be better suited to incorporating into a physical model
than a model with more accurate RMSE.
As an extreme example, imagine two models, one which precisely matched the
general ‘shape’ of the data, but was consistently wrong in predictions about when
exactly the demand occurred. The other simply estimated the element to assume its
mean value at all times. It is possible the latter model would have a lower RMSE
than the former, however it would clearly be less valuable in demand simulations.
The models utilised in this thesis assume the dependent variables are continuous
and have no upper or lower bounds. When strictly focussing on fitting to data in order
to minimise RSS, a model may have a significantly different shape than the underlying
data. In addition, models may make predictions that are negative or greater than the
element capacity. These would not be optimal to use in physical modelling, as they
are clearly physically inaccurate. An optimal electricity demand simulation should
capture the physical process of the hot water cylinder element turning on and off
in response to the drawdown of hot water according to residential demand patterns
[28]. This is referred to as physical fidelity. Properties of decent physical fidelity
include the non-existence of negative values or values above the maximum power of
the element being modelled, as well as replication of the general shape of the data
(determined qualitatively by visual inspection).
3.10.3 Interpretability
Another important consideration for research purposes is interpretation of results.
Model interpretability is a measure of how well we can infer fundamental properties
of hot water demand from the model. Models that are easy to interpret are valuable
for understanding the human behaviour behind hot water use, a useful insight when
building simulations. For a model to score highly in this metric, it should be composed
of succinct equations, with easily obtainable parameters. ‘Black box’ models and
those that are comprised of a large number of parameters score poorly in this metric.
3.10.4 Computational speed
In order to make the predictions necessary to effectively participate in smart control
for demand response, models for hundreds of thousands of households need to be fit-
ted. While models only need to be fitted once in order to provide predictions, changes
in household occupancy and demand patterns means that these models would need
to be updated on a regular basis. In addition, when researching hot water demand
patterns for demand simulations there is value in being able to explore data pat-
terns without waiting a long time for models to be constructed. For these reasons,
consideration is given to the computational speed of each model. This is defined as
the amount of time taken to fit the model, with all models fitted to all households
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sequentially using the same machine. To avoid the model fitting slowing down due to
memory allocation issues, the process used in this thesis fitted all models to an indi-
vidual household, and then moved onto the next household, progressing sequentially
through all households. The final metric for comparison was the average time taken
to fit a model to a household. When a model had an average fitting time of under
0.1s, its computational times were considered ‘negligible’.
3.11 Summary
This chapter has provided mathematical details of the analysis methods and forecast-
ing models that were used in this thesis. These included formulas for:
• autocorrelation (3.8)
• Fourier series’ (3.9)
• crosscovariance (3.12)
• random walk (3.13)
• simple linear regression (3.15)
• autoregressive moving averages (3.22)
• support vector machines (Section 3.7.12)
It also described the comparative metrics by which to judge model performance, such
as:
• accuracy (Section 3.10.1)
• physical fidelity (Section 3.10.2)
• interpretability (Section 3.10.3)
• computational speed (Section 3.10.4)
The following chapters, 4 and 5, provide the results obtained by these analysis meth-




This chapter presents the results from the preliminary data analysis that was carried
out before starting to build forecasting models. A brief summary of the data is
provided along with key visualisations regarding patterns of hot water use. Next, the
results of the data analysis techniques introduced in Section 3.3 are presented. These
results are discussed briefly in terms of their implications for the models presented in
Section 5.
4.1 Data summary
Table 4.1 shows the mean values of hot water electricity demand and other appliance
electricity demand for sample households. Mean demand varies significantly for each
household, ranging from 165W (household rf_30) to 501W (household rf_38). The
mean value of hot water demand over all households (mean of means) is 315W.
Table 4.1: Mean values of electricity demand for hot water and other
appliances for sample households at half-hourly resolution, rounded to
the nearest Watt
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Table 4.2 shows the median values of hot water electricity demand and other
appliance electricity demand for sample households. Median values for hot water
electricity demand equal zero for most households, however some display non-zero
medians. These non-zero median values may indicate very frequent hot water usage
or lack of insulation around the cylinder.
Table 4.2: Median values of electricity demand for hot water and other
appliances for sample households at half-hourly resolution, rounded to
the nearest Watt
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Variation in hot water electricity demand can also be seen in the box and whisker
plot shown in Fig. 4.1. The left and right hand sides of the boxes within Fig.
4.1 correspond to the first and third quartiles respectively. The bold vertical line
corresponds to the second quartile. The right hand side ‘whiskers’ extend to 1.5
× IQR from the third quartile (where ‘IQR’ is the inter-quartile range, or distance
between the first and third quartiles). The mean is included in red. Data beyond the
end of the whiskers are considered “outliers” and are plotted individually [83]. Due
to the large number of zero values within the data, the inter-quartile range within
each household is highly restricted with respect to the total range. Points to the
right hand side of each whisker (which are numerous enough to appear as a bold
line) would normally be considered outliers by this analysis method. However, it is
important that the models constructed in this thesis are able to predict these values,
as they indicate times where the element is reheating the water after a significant
usage event. This plot also gives an indication as to the maximum power output for
each household. Assuming there was at least one instance during the year where the
element was on for a full half hour, the far right hand side point of each household
should correspond approximately with its maximum power output. Examination of
Fig. 4.1 indicates that most households have an approximate maximum power output
of either 2 kW or 3 kW.
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Figure 4.1: Box and whisker plot of hot water electricity demand at
half-hourly resolution for sample households
Fig. 4.2 shows the daily hot water electricity demand profile for each household,
given by the mean electricity demand over each half hour of the day. It can be seen
that these demand profiles vary significantly between households, although many show
two distinct peaks, generally during times of day where the grid as a whole experiences
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peaks. This demonstrates daily patterns of hot water use such as regularly showering


































































































Figure 4.2: Daily profile of hot water electricity demand for sample
households at half-hourly resolution






















































Figure 4.3: Autocovariance of hot water electricity demand for sample
households over a 10 day lag
Fig. 4.3 shows the autocovariance (3.7) of our sample households. The peaks at spe-
cific lag times show that the households in our sample display strong seasonality, with
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all households displaying significant peaks in demand occurring on daily intervals, and
some households displaying smaller peaks at 12 hour intervals. Some households also
display a weekly cycle, which can be seen by the relative increase in the peaks at the
seventh day lag.
4.3 Fourier analysis
Using Fourier analysis methods introduced in Section 3.4.3, the three most significant
frequencies (corresponding to three individual seasonalities) were determined from
the data. Most households had large Fourier frequencies at approximately daily or
12 hourly periods, which align with the autocovariance findings. The three most
significant frequencies did not include a weekly period for any of the households. This
was contrary to expectations based on existing literature [26] and visual inspection of
the autocovariance in Fig. 4.3. For two households, very long frequencies (49 weeks
and 132 weeks) were returned as the most significant. Four other households also
showed frequencies of greater than one year as the third most significant.
For a list of the three most significant frequencies for sample households as deter-
mined by Fourier analysis, refer to Table A.1 in the Appendix.
4.4 Stationarity
A stationary time series does not have expected values or variances that change
when applied to different sequential subsets of the data, as described in Section 3.5.
As ARMA models (see Section 3.7.7) are more accurate when applied to a stationary
time series, hot water electricity demand of each household was tested for stationarity.
All of our sample households (except rf_40) were determined to be non-stationary.
Thus, when constructing ARIMA models (Section 3.7.7), all households except rf_40
required first-order differencing (see Section 3.7.4), as can be seen by the d values in
Table A.3 in the Appendix. This means that for most households, rather than fitting
an ARMA model to the original demand data, it was instead fitted to the change in
demand between time steps. ARIMAX models (see Sections 3.7.10 and 3.7.11) are
slightly less likely to require differencing than the standard ARIMA model, as shown
by the d values in Tables A.4 and A.6 in the Appendix. This implies that the errors
of the linear regression model are more likely to be stationary than the original data.
4.5 Cross-covariance
Cross-covariance is our method of determining how much hot water electricity demand
is correlated with other electricity demand at different time lags (see Section 3.6).
If reasonable cross-correlation is found between hot water electricity demand and
lagging values of other appliance electricity demand, this relation may be used to
predict future values of hot water electricity demand based on current values of other
electricity demand.
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Fig. 4.4 shows that hot water electricity use in our data set is positively correlated
with other electricity use over small time lags. Most households have their maximum
cross-covariances occurring at lags of less than half an hour, however correlations at
lags of at least half an hour are necessary for half-hour ahead predictions. Some
households appear to have their maximum correlation at half hour or one hour lags,
and all others show positive correlation for lags up to one hour.
To further explore the optimal time lags for using other electricity demand as a
regressor (see Sections 3.7.3, 3.7.10, 3.7.11 and 3.7.12), values of the time lag greater
than zero at which cross-correlation is highest were obtained. These were then plotted
as a histogram in Fig. 4.5. This figure indicates that for ten households, hot water
electricity has a maximum correlation with non hot water electricity within lags of
half an hour, and an additional five household have their maximum value between
half an hour and an hour. Six households have maximum cross correlation values at
lags of greater than one hour.
From these results, we may infer that incorporating the previous two values of
other electricity demand into a forecasting model should be sufficient to capture this
effect for most households. Models that utilise these results are presented in Sections







































































































Figure 4.4: Cross correlogram between hot water and other appliances’
electricity demand for sample households
































Figure 4.5: Lag at maximum correlation for sample households (bin
width 30 minutes)
4.6 Linear Regression
As an exploratory technique, simple linear regressions were plotted between hot water
demand and the demand of other appliances with a half hour time lag (an example
is provided in Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Linear regression between hot water electriciy demand and
electricity demand of other appliances with a half hour time lag for
household rf 13)
Small positive correlations were found for all households.
4.7 Implications for model building
This chapter presented results from some key methods used to understand patterns
within the time series data. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 showed that hot water electricity
demand displays daily seasonality. This suggests that increased accuracy would be
attained by forecasting models which can take seasonality into account. Section 4.5
showed that hot water electricity demand correlates with previous values of other ap-
pliances’ electricity demand. The maximum correlation between hot water electricity
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demand and lagged other electricity demand occurs within the first hour for most
households. Thus, when incorporating other appliance demand into forecasting mod-
els, we use the previous two time steps to best capture this correlation. The following
chapter displays the results obtained from forecasting models that incorporate these
components of the data.
Chapter 5
Results
Existing research in Chapter 2 provided a guide to which data analysis techniques
would be effective for achieving the aims of this thesis. Chapter 3 described these
techniques in more detail. Chapter 4 presented results from preliminary data anal-
yses, and noted the implications of these results on forecasting models. Using these
preliminary results, the forecasting models described in Section 3.7 were fitted to the
set of training data (see Section 3.8) for each household. The ability of these models
to predict hot water half hour in advance was then tested against the set of validating
data. This chapter presents the results of these predictions, with the performance of
each model evaluated against the metrics outlined in Section 3.10.
5.1 Naive model
As discussed in Section 3.7.1, we use a simple random walk as a naive model by which
to compare the performance of other models. When used to predict the next time step,
the random walk given in (3.13) becomes x̂t+1 = xt. In Fig. 5.1, we show an example
plot of the model’s prediction of demand compared to actual demand. This method is
reasonably effective for some houses, in particular those that have long periods where
the element power has roughly the same output. In contrast, households that exhibit
frequent oscillation of element power are very poorly modelled by this method, with
the predicted values consistently ‘missing’ the actual values.
The naive model has RMSEs ranging between 312W and 886W, with the average
over all households being 602W. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between 343W
and 1192W, with the average over all households being 760W. Examination of the
daily profile of residuals (see Fig. 5.2) shows that this model performs quite poorly
during peak periods, with RMSEs during peak periods being 26.4% greater than
average RMSEs. The autocovariance of residuals in Fig. 5.3 show negative initial
correlation that decays reasonably quickly, with many households having periodic
spikes. This indicates that the naive model does not effectively capture seasonal
properties of the data.
The model precisely mimics the actual data with a half-hour lag, and therefore
scores highly for physical fidelity. Interpretability is high as this model is represented
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by a very simple equation, although no illumination as to underlying behavioural
properties are actually provided by this model. The computational times to fit models
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Figure 5.1: Performance of the naive model for four households over
four separate days




















































Figure 5.2: Daily profile of residuals for the naive model (peak periods
shaded)















































































































































Figure 5.3: Autocovariance of residuals for the naive model
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5.2 Seasonal naive
Similarly to our naive model, the seasonal naive model (see Section 3.7.2) predicts one
(half hour) time step onto the future utilising only one prior observation. Where the
seasonal naive differs is that it assumes the most likely value for hot water demand
will be the value at that same time one period prior. Based on the results in Section
4.2 that demonstrate daily periodicity, we chose the period length to be one day, thus
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Figure 5.4: Performance of the seasonal naive model for four households
over four separate days
In general this method is quite ineffective, although in some instances it makes very
accurate predictions of the initial instance of the element turning on. Contrary to the
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results in [26], the seasonal naive model was less accurate than the naive model. The
reason for this discrepancy may lie in the data itself, with the UK households having
more weekly regularity than the NZ households used in this research. Alternatively,
this discrepancy may lie in the differences in data resolution or forecast length. The
seasonal naive model has RMSEs ranging between 396W and 1221W. The average
RMSE over all households is 729W, corresponding to a 21% decrease in accuracy
compared to the naive model.
Despite attempting to consider seasonality, this model performs very poorly dur-
ing peak periods. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between 447W and 1647W,
with the average over all households being 927W. This corresponds to a PEI of 27.1%,
slightly higher than that of the naive model. This is indicated in the daily profile of
residuals in Fig. 5.5. The autocovariance of residuals in Fig. 5.6 show most house-
holds decaying reasonably quickly, with less periodicity than the naive model. This
indicates the seasonal naive model is effectively capturing underlying properties of the
data. However, a large negative autocorrelation occurs at the selected seasonal pe-
riod of 48 hours, and there are still occurrences of values greater than the significance
level.
The model precisely mimics the actual data with a week long lag, and therefore
scores highly for physical fidelity. Interpretability is high as this model is represented
by a very simple equation, although the only illumination this model provides into
behavioural properties of hot water use are with respect to how strictly a household
follows weekly cycles of demand through examination of the residuals. The compu-
tational time to fit models to each household was negligible for this model.




















































Figure 5.5: Daily profile of residuals for the seasonal naive model (peak
periods shaded)




































































































































Figure 5.6: Autocovariance of residuals for the seasonal naive model
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5.3 Simple linear regression
This model uses (3.15), along with the results regarding optimal time lags for cross-
covariance obtained in Section 4.5. From these, a simple linear model is constructed
which forecasts hot water electricity use based on the previous two half-hour values
of other appliance electricity use, i.e.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of the simple linear regression model for four
households over four separate days
Fig. 5.7 shows the performance of this model for four separate households. The
simple linear regression model has RMSE ranging between 307W and 1000W, with
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the average over all households being 578W. This corresponds to a 4% increase in
accuracy compared to the naive model. During peak periods this model performed
particularly poorly, as can be seen in Fig. 5.8. Peak-time RMSEs ranged between
333W and 1289W, with the average over all households being 761W. This corresponds
to a PEI of 31.6%. The autocovariance of residuals in Fig. 5.9 show very strong
periodicity, indicating that this model is not effectively capturing seasonality of data.
The model does not accurately capture zero values present in the actual data, and
is also significantly smoother than the actual data, however no negative values are
present. It scores low for physical fidelity. Interpretability is high, as the output can
be understood easily by (5.1). The computational time to fit models is negligible.
While this model would not be a very effective means of predicting hot water
electricity demand on its own, it does outperform the naive model in accuracy. This
suggests that linear regression of other electricity demand may be effective as an input
into more complex models that take other aspects of the data into consideration, as
we see in the results for the ARIMAX and STL + ARIMAX models in Sections 5.6
and 5.8 respectively.































Figure 5.8: Daily profile of residuals for the simple linear regression
model (peak periods shaded)













































































































































In accordance with the procedure outlined in Section 3.7.7, ARIMA models were
fitted to data from each household. As each household has different usage patterns
and characteristics, optimal values for parameters p and q differ for each household
[refer to (3.22) or (3.23)]. Parameters are selected in order to minimise the AIC [see
(3.24)], and are provided in Table A.3 in the Appendix. As mentioned in Section
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Figure 5.10: Performance of the ARIMA model for four households
over four separate days
The ARIMA model has RMSEs ranging between 294W and 864W, with the av-
erage over all households being 553W. This corresponds to a 8% increase in accuracy
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compared to the naive model. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between 327W
and 1191W, with the average over all households being 711W. This corresponds to a
peak period RMSE increase of 28.5%. This underperformance during peak periods is
reiterated in the daily profile of residuals in Fig. 5.11. The autocovariance of resid-
uals in Fig. 5.12 show many households with strong residual periodicity, indicating
that this model is not effectively capturing seasonality of data. However, the low and
rapidly decaying initial values indicate that autoregressive properties of the data are
sufficiently captured.
When observing the general shape of the model prediction in Fig. 5.10, we see
that the model returns values that are somewhat smoother than the actual data.
However, this effect is far less pronounced than that of the linear regression model
(see Fig. 5.7). Occasionally, the model predicts negative values or values greater
than the element is capable of outputting. While the shape of the model is smoother
than the data, for many households it is reasonably similar. This model therefore
scores low to moderate for physical fidelity. Interpretability is moderate, as, given
familiarity with the model, the output can be understood by the value of the p, d and
q parameters. For a first order differenced ARIMA model (d = 1), the autoregressive
component p uses a linear regression from the most recent p changes in demand to
predict the following change in demand [see (3.17)]. Similarly, the moving average
component of a first order differenced ARIMA model uses a linear regression from
the previous q residuals in the model to predict the following change in demand [see
(3.21)].
The computational time to fit models to each household varied between 0.17s
and 4.47s. The average fitting time over all households is 1.27s. While being non-
negligible, these fitting times would be tolerable even when fitting models to hundreds
































Figure 5.11: Daily profile of residuals for the ARIMA model (peak
periods shaded)











































































































































Figure 5.12: Autocovariance of residuals for the ARIMA model
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5.5 Seasonal ARIMA
The periodic nature of hot water electricity demand described in Section 4.2 suggests
that the seasonal ARIMA model would provide more accurate predictions than the
standard ARIMA model for this data. In addition, as this model falls under the
‘conventional’ forecasting category, it would be reasonable to assume it was compu-
tationally efficient. However, preliminary modelling found that the seasonal ARIMA
model took an extremely long time to fit, with households taking upwards of 8 hours
each to have this model fitted to their data.
The seasonal ARIMA model was originally designed to remove annual seasonality,
often from financial or economic data at monthly or 3-monthly resolution. Perhaps
for this reason, the fitting algorithm is not optimised to handle data at half-hour res-
olution. Significant effort was made to improve computational speed of this model,
however no progress was made. The seasonal ARIMA model was therefore not pur-
sued any further. Seasonality of data was instead taken into consideration within an
ARIMA model through the STL method, the results of which are presented in Section
5.7.
5.6 ARIMAX
As described in Section 3.7.10, the ARIMAX model may be considered as a linear
regression model with an ARIMA model fitted to its errors. In accordance with
the results in Section 4.5, the previous two values of other electricity demand were
included as the regressors. Thus (3.26) becomes
x̂t = γ1yt−1+γ2yt−2+α1xt−1+α2xt−2+...+αpxt−p+β1wt−1+β2wt−2+...+βqwt−q. (5.2)
Optimal values for parameters p, d, and q for the ARIMA modelled errors (see Section
3.7.7) differ for each household, and are provided in the Appendix (Table A.4).
The ARIMAX model has RMSEs ranging between 293W and 850W, with the av-
erage over all households being 542W. This corresponds to a 10% increase in accuracy
compared to the naive model. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between 330W
and 1148W, with the average over all households being 694W. This corresponds to
a peak-time increase in RMSE of 28.2%, indicating that the addition of the external
regressors assists in peak-time accuracy when compared to the ARIMA model. This
may be seen by comparing daily profiles of residuals in Fig. 5.14 by those of the
ARIMA model in Fig. 5.11. It can also be seen by comparing the autocovariance
of residuals provided in Fig. 5.15 by the autocovariance of ARIMA residuals in Fig.
5.12. While the addition of the external regressor provides some reduction in pe-
riodic behaviour of the autocorrelation function of residuals, Fig. 5.15 shows that
seasonality of the data is still not being adequately captured in this model.
The ARIMAX model shows similar behaviour to the ARIMA model with respect
to the predictions being smoother than the actual data, as may be seen in Fig.
5.13. Occasional negative values or values above that capable by the element occur.
It scores low to moderate for physical fidelity. Interpretability is moderate, as the
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output can be understood by the values of the p, d and q parameters, along with the
values given to the regressors. The computational time to fit models to each household
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Figure 5.13: Performance of the ARIMAX model for four households
































Figure 5.14: Daily profile of residuals for the ARIMAX model (peak
periods shaded)














































































































































Figure 5.15: Autocovariance of residuals for the ARIMAX model
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Figure 5.16: Performance of the STL + ARIMA model for four house-
holds over four separate days
In accordance with the methods in Section 3.7.8 and the results from Chapter 4,
ARIMA models were fitted to household data that had been decomposed using the
STL method. Parameters for the ARIMA component of the model are provided in
Table A.5 in the Appendix. Performance of these models for four households are
shown in Fig. 5.16.
Our STL + ARIMA models had RMSEs ranging between 278W and 784W, with
the average over all households being 514W. This corresponds to a 14% increase in
accuracy compared to the naive model. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between
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292W and 1106W, with the average over all households being 644W. While still losing
accuracy during peak periods, with a PEI of 25.1%, this model had the lowest PEI of
all those considered in this thesis. This is further demonstrated by the daily profile
of residuals provided in Fig. 5.17. The autocovariance of residuals is provided in
Fig. 5.18. These show reasonably rapid decay with limited periodic spikes beyond
the significance level, indicating that this model is effectively capturing underlying
properties if the data.
Note that this model was the most accurate of a selection of time series methods
used to forecast volumetric residential hot water demand in [26]. Our results come
to the same conclusion, with further accuracy improvements only achieved in this
research by the addition of an external regressor (presented in Section 5.8) or through
AI methods (Section 5.9).
This model performs slightly worse than the standard ARIMA model for physical
fidelity, as it is more likely to return negative values or values above that capable of
the element. It therefore scores low for physical fidelity. This model is understand-
able as the sum of the seasonal and trend components, with an ARIMA modelled
remainder. Parameters for the ARIMA component are readily available, and a gen-
eral understanding of underlying patterns in the data is obtainable, however it is
somewhat convoluted. Interpretability therefore scores low to moderate. The compu-
tational time to fit models to each household varied between 0.18s and 20.91s, with
the average over all households taking 2.54s.






































Figure 5.17: Daily profile of residuals for the STL + ARIMA model
(peak periods shaded)




































































































































Figure 5.18: Autocovariance of residuals for the STL + ARIMA model
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Figure 5.19: Performance of the STL + ARIMAX model for four house-
holds over four separate days
The most complex conventional forecasting method considered in this thesis was the
STL + ARIMAX model outlined in Section 3.7.11. This model decomposes data
using the STL method introduced in Section 3.4.2, then fits an ARIMAX model to
the remainder component. As with the other models that incorporated regression,
the previous two values of other appliances’ electricity demand were selected as the
regressor variables. Parameters for the ARIMA component of the model can be found
in Table A.6. The performance of the model for four households is shown in Fig. 5.19.
Our STL + ARIMAX model had RMSEs ranging between 277W and 799W, with
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the average over all households being 508W. This corresponds to a 16% increase in
accuracy compared to the naive model. During peak periods, RMSEs ranged between
292W and 1104W, with the average over all households being 637W. This corresponds
to a peak period RMSE increase of 25.4%. This is slightly more than that of the same
model without the external regressor (STL + ARIMA). Daily profiles of residuals are
provided in Fig. 5.20. The autocovariance of residuals is also provided in Fig. 5.21.
These are similar to those for the STL + ARIMAX model in Fig. 5.21, indicating
that this model also captures underlying properties of the data reasonably well.
This model essentially performs the same as the ARIMA + STL model for physical
fidelity. It can be quite effective in predicting initial instances of the element turning
on, although it is also more likely to return negative values or values above that
capable of the element. It therefore scores low for physical fidelity. This model is
understandable as the sum of the seasonal and trend components, with an ARIMAX
modelled remainder. Parameters for the ARIMAX component are readily available,
and a general understanding of underlying patterns in the data is obtainable, however
it is somewhat convoluted. Interpretability therefore scores low to moderate.
The computational time to fit models to each household varied between 0.76s and
34.66s, with the average over all households taking 5.38s.













































Figure 5.20: Daily profile of residuals for the STL + ARIMAX model
(peak periods shaded)




































































































































Figure 5.21: Autocovariance of residuals for the STL + ARIMAXmodel
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5.9 SVM
The SVM model uses a complex machine learning algorithm in order to perform a
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Figure 5.22: Performance of the SVM model for four households over
four separate days
The timescale of initial decay in hot water electricity demand autocorrelation (refer
to (3.7) and Section 4.2) occurred within a one hour timescale, thus the previous two
values of x were provided as inputs into this model. Similarly, based on the results
of cross-covariance (3.12) presented in Section 4.5, the previous two lagged values
of y were also provided as inputs into this model. In addition, the hour of the day
was provided as an input to account for seasonality. In terms of these variables, the
classifying hyperplane determined in (3.27) becomes
Γ = γ0 + γ1ht + γ2xt−1 + γ3xt−2 + γ4yt−1 + γ5yt−2. (5.3)
The SVM was the most accurate model considered, with RMSEs ranging between
249W and 776W. The average over all households was 504W. This corresponds to
a 16% increase in accuracy compared to the naive model. The performance of this
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model for four households can be seen in Fig. 5.22. During peak periods, RMSEs
ranged between 321W and 1077W, with the average over all households being 671W.
This model had the highest increase in peak period RMSEs of 33.3%, which is further
indicated by the daily profile of residuals in Fig. 5.23. The autocovariance of residuals
is also provided in Fig. 5.24. These indicate that the SVM model is capturing
underlying properties of the data reasonably well.
The model is slightly smoother than the actual data, and seldom displays negative
values or values above what is capable of the element. It scores highly for physical
fidelity. This model is essentially ‘black box’, providing very limited insight as to
its selected parameters and their significance. As such, it scores very low for inter-
pretability. The computational time to fit models to each household was very high,














































Figure 5.23: Daily profile of residuals for the SVM model (peak periods
shaded)




































































































































Figure 5.24: Autocovariance of residuals for the SVM model
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Table 5.1: Average quantitative performance of each model
Model RMSE (W) peak period RMSE (W) PEI (%) Fitting time (s)
Seasonal naive 729.11 926.61 27.09 0.05
Simple linear 578.34 761.37 31.65 0.04
Naive 601.68 760.34 26.37 0.06
ARIMA 553.29 710.71 28.45 1.27
STL + ARIMA 514.49 643.65 25.10 2.54
ARIMAX 541.75 694.26 28.15 4.08
STL + ARIMAX 508.21 637.21 25.38 5.38
SVM 503.69 671.22 33.26 112.12
5.10 Summary
This chapter presented the qualitative and quantitative results of the models consid-
ered in this research. A summary of values for the quantitative metrics is provided in
Table 5.1. When considering qualitative metrics, SVMs were rated highly for phys-
ical fidelity, but scored very low for interpretability. Linear regression and ARIMA
models were given high and moderate ratings (respectively) for interpretability, but
these models were lacking in physical fidelity.
Figures demonstrating the performance of four households were included to pro-
vide an intuition to the shape and general performance of each model. Daily profiles
of model residuals were provided for each household. These highlight the performance
of the model during peak periods, as these are the periods where smart control for
demand response is most critical. Autocovariance plots of model residuals were also
provided to demonstrate the ability of the model to capture seasonal and autoregres-
sive effects. Following on from these results is Chapter 6, the discussion chapter,
whereby these results are compared with one another in more detail, and the impli-




The aim of this research was to compare methods of predicting household level hot
water electricity demand using existing individual household electricity demand data.
The ultimate purpose of household level hot water electricity demand prediction is
to assist smart control objectives. In particular, demand predicting models may be
used to improve demand response capacity, energy efficiency, and fidelity of hot wa-
ter cylinder simulations. This chapter provides commentary on results presented in
Chapter 5, in particular their performance against the metrics presented in Section
3.10. Implications on the broader objectives introduced in Chapter 1 are also pre-
sented, with a brief overview of how smart control with demand predictions may be
incorporated into New Zealand’s electricity grid.
6.1 Interpretations
In general, the most accurate model considered was SVMs (described in Section 3.7.12,
results presented in Section 5.9). This wasn’t surprising, as the suitability of SVMs for
electricity demand forecasting was already noted in existing literature [56], [57], and
was a large reason why they were selected as the comparative AI method. However,
during peak times of day the SVM was outperformed in accuracy by models that in-
corporate STL decomposition. SVMs would therefore be recommended in a situation
where accuracy of prediction during non-peak periods is the highest consideration.
The SVM model also closely resembles the physical process, providing the most real-
istic ‘looking’ predictions of all (non-naive) models considered. However, when other
metrics are taken into consideration, the SVM model falls short. The average number
of seconds taken to fit the model to a household (112s) was at least two orders of
magnitude higher than any other model considered. While 112s doesn’t seem too
long when considering a small amount of households, this may become prohibitive
when applied to hundreds of thousands of households, even with high powered com-
puting capacity. In addition, this model is has very low interpretability, and therefore
would not be of much use in gaining deeper insights into behavioural patterns around
domestic hot water use.
The inclusion of lagged values of other appliance electricity demand as a regressor
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to improve predictions of hot water electricity demand appears to be unique to this
thesis, and may be considered an integral result. While linear regression of lagged
values of other appliances was a relatively ineffective forecasting model on its own
(refer to Section 5.3), it provided an accuracy boost to models that were already
relatively accurate, such as the STL + ARIMA model (described in Section 3.7.9,
results presented in Section 5.7) which was highly regarded in [26]. The STL +
ARIMAX (described in Section 3.7.11, results presented in Section 5.8) built upon the
STL + ARIMA model by adding lagged values of other appliance electricity demand
as an external regressor. This addition provided it with accuracy almost rivalling
SVMs, and surpassing SVMs during peak periods. In terms of additional accuracy
improvements over the STL + ARIMA model, the external regressor improves RMSE
by 6.3W on average, and by 6.4W during grid peaks. While the STL + ARIMAX had
the slowest average computational speed of the conventional models, it was still vastly
quicker than that of the SVM. The STL + ARIMAX model has many parameters,
and their interpretation would require high familiarity with the model. This model
would provide insights into underlying behavioural properties if properly interpreted,
however simpler models would be better suited for this purpose. Where the STL +
ARIMAX model really falls short is in its physical fidelity. Many values are predicted
that are impossible for the element to achieve, and the model has a notably different
shape to the underlying data.
As no single model scored highly across all comparative metrics, we must come to
terms with trade-offs. Up to a point, increasing the complexity of a model tends to
improve accuracy, while lowering interpretability and slowing computation. Eventu-
ally though, due to overfitting, adding additional parameters to a model will begin to
lower accuracy while also still lowering performance in interpretation and computa-
tional speed. Trade-offs regarding the physical fidelity metric are less clear. While the
physical fidelity of ARIMA based models decrease with increasing model complexity,
the SVM model is both highly complex while still showing high physical fidelity.
6.2 Recommendations
While an ‘all-purpose’ model that scores highly in all metrics was not discovered,
our results provide guidelines to choosing a suitable model for residential hot water
electricity demand. The STL + ARIMAX model provided comparatively accurate
predictions during peak periods, while remaining reasonably fast to compute, and
thus would be the recommended model for most forecasting purposes. To the best of
our knowledge this model has not been used within existing literature for electricity
demand forecasting. The SVM provides slightly more accurate predictions outside
of peak periods at the cost of significantly slower model fitting. When determining
statistical properties of data for simulating demand or other research purposes, it
would likely be best to utilise parameters from STL and ARIMA models separately,
along with results from our preliminary data analysis in Chapter 4.
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6.3 Stakeholders in smart control
Smart control of hot water cylinders has the ability to facilitate a number of benefits
within an electricity network. By better matching demand to meet supply, we may
reduce or defer grid infrastructure expenditure. By heating the tank when electricity
spot prices are comparatively low, arbitrage profits are realisable. An aggregate of
hot water cylinders under smart control may bid to sell their interruptible load in in-
stantaneous response markets, or be remunerated for shedding load during congestion
periods. Finally, energy efficiency of the cylinder itself can be increased.
Distribution of electricity in New Zealand can be thought of as a stream, running
from generators at the top, through the systems operator, then EDBs, retailers, and
finally the end consumer. To borrow an economics term, we refer to these separate
entities as grid ‘actors’. Technically, through the use of a separately metered hot
water cylinder on a smart meter, any one of these actors could perform smart control.
However, the financial benefits of smart control are not realised by every grid actor
equally. This is an important consideration when considering where in the electricity
‘stream’ from generator to consumer would be the best place to position the control
ability in order to maximise the realisation of these benefits.
Under New Zealand’s current electricity market structure, we identify the key ac-
tors that stand to directly profit from these smart control benefits. Firstly, generators
are only directly affected by spot price arbitrage. A shift in demand from high-cost
electricity to low-cost electricity has the effect of smoothing price peaks. This benefits
generators that provide non-peak electricity, while disadvantaging peak-price gener-
ators. The systems operator is in charge of transmitting electricity from generators
to local substations, and can only directly gain from a reduction and deferral of in-
frastructure investment. As generators and the systems operator have comparatively
little to gain from smart control of hot water cylinders, the controller would be better
positioned in a location further downstream.
Electricity distribution businesses (EDBs), retailers and residential consumers all
have the potential to realise multiple smart control benefits. A controller positioned
within the residential household could provide energy efficiency gains and, if the
household was exposed to spot pricing, electricity price arbitrage. However, one
cylinder element could not offer enough demand shifting capacity to participate in
IR markets, and residential consumers are not currently offered the ability to directly
benefit from load reduction during congestion periods. Through controlling an ag-
gregation of hot water cylinders, retailers have the ability to participate in all three
markets, spot, IR, and CPD, however they would not directly benefit from better
matching demand to supply, or increasing energy efficiency of the cylinder.
Finally, we consider the EDBs. EDBs are not exposed to spot market prices,
and cannot benefit from spot price arbitrage. However, if they were controlling an
aggregate of hot water cylinders, they would have the ability to directly profit from
all other smart control benefits. Bids for interruptible load may be submitted into
IR markets. Reducing CPD and increasing the energy efficiency of thousands of hot
water cylinders within their network are considered direct benefits as at EDB level
they would reduce and/or defer capital expenditure within the network.
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Table 6.1 provides an overview of the benefits of smart control, and who may
realise each of them.
Table 6.1: Benefits facilitated by smart control of hot water cylinders,
and actors within the current New Zealand electricity market structure






Grid efficiency False True True False False
Spot price arbitrage Uncertain False False True True
IR markets False False True True False
CPD response False False True True False
Energy efficiency False False True False True
In addition to realising the most benefits, EDBs have advantages when physically
establishing a smart control system. As most EDBs have already been controlling
hot water cylinders through ripple control, they may have existing infrastructure they
can repurpose for smart control.
6.4 Applying demand forecasting to smart control
This section provides a brief overview of how this research may be incorporated into a
smart control system using technologies currently in existence in New Zealand. In the
context of aggregating interruptible load to monetise demand shifting potential, the
entity who performs the data aggregation and control is referred to as the ‘aggregator’.
We thus use this terminology for the remainder of the discussion. First, it must
be noted that to maximise demand-shifting capabilities while minimising negative
impacts on service, predictions of the electricity demand of the hot water cylinder
is not sufficient. What is necessary is an accurate prediction of whether there will
be sufficient hot water in the tank to cover demand. A simple physical model would
have the ability of estimating and forecasting the volume of hot water in each tank,
using assumptions about the tank size and water temperature along with measured
and forecasted hot water electricity demand. It is for this reason that much emphasis
has been given to the ability of prediction models to be incorporated into physical
models.
The smart control system envisaged in this thesis is shown schematically in Fig.
6.1. For the system we propose, the smart meter from each household in the system
would send the aggregator household level demand data, both from the separately
metered hot water cylinder, and from other appliances. A forecasting model (such
as the STL + ARIMAX developed in this thesis) would be used in order to predict
future hot water electricity demand. This would be sent to a simple physical model,
that estimates the volume of hot water in the cylinder based on historical electricity
demand, and predicts what the future volume would be if electricity to the element
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was suppressed over the next half hour. If the future predicted hot water volume
under this half-hour element suppression approaches zero, the HWC is left alone to
operate without control. If the future predicted hot water volume under this half-hour
element suppression doesn’t become close to zero, the predicted electricity demand
of this cylinder is then sent forward, along with all other suitable cylinders in this
system, into a control algorithm. This technique ensures that the maximum capacity
for demand shifting is attained. Element suppression scenarios for the next half hour
are determined by cost-optimising participation in the various electricity and demand
response markets. Once this control scenario is determined, bids into relevant markets
can be made, and a signal is sent to the smart meters of participating households to
suppress the elements of the hot water cylinders accordingly. Suppression of the ele-
ment according to this scenario would automatically reduce the average temperature
of water in the tank, improving energy efficiency.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of smart control system implementing demand
forecasting
6.5 Financial value
Under current New Zealand electricity market structures, a rough estimate can be
made of overall income/savings available from this system. Drawing on prior research
of the economic potential of heating domestic hot water cylinders only during pre-
scribed times of day [5], annual savings around $40 per household per year are gained
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from spot price arbitrage, and an additional $75 per household per year in reduced
congestion period (CPD) charges. Prior research undertaken as part of a PGDip-
Sci dissertation [105] indicated that the economic potential for hot water cylinders
participating in New Zealand’s fast instantaneous response market is approximately
$9 annually per household. This only assumes participation half of the time in al-
ternating 15 minute periods. Taking the estimate of $40 from spot price arbitrage,
$75 from CPD reduction, and $9 from the FIR market, we get an annual value of
approximately $124 for each household. As far as we are aware, no research has
been done regarding the economic potential of hot water cylinders participating in
New Zealand’s sustained instantaneous reserves markets, so we exclude this from the
analysis. This analysis also does not include cost savings due to increased energy
efficiency, which we may expect to be approximately 12% based on existing literature
[23], [24]. Additional value could also be obtained for households with solar PV by
incorporating solar data in the control algorithm to maximise solar self-consumption.
This research was conducted under the assumption that a more economically ef-
ficient electricity grid suppresses the price of electricity, which in turn accelerates
electrification of high-carbon industries. While not explicitly discussed in this re-
search, reductions in carbon dioxide could be achieved more directly by smart control
which optimises use of renewable energy sources. Data relating to availability of re-
newable sources can be included as “other relevant control data” in the control system




Smart control of hot water cylinders has a role to play in a smooth and cost-effective
transition to a low-carbon society. To best realise this potential, we need the ability
to make accurate demand forecasts at the level of individual cylinders.
This thesis set out to build and compare a selection of models to forecast residential
hot water electricity demand using only data in the format currently available from
smart meters in New Zealand. An underlying goal was to recommend an ‘optimal’
hot water electricity demand forecasting model for incorporation into a smart-control
system. Optimal models for this purpose should provide accurate results at household
level, and be reasonably fast to compute. Models were also compared according to
their suitability for incorporation in physical simulations. This consideration required
model outputs to be interpretable, and provide outputs that were reasonably similar
to the original data.
The results suggest the STL + ARIMAX model shows the most promise for incor-
poration within a smart control system. This model involves decomposition of the hot
water demand data into seasonal, trend and remainder components, and modelling
the remainder as an ARIMAX process with lagged values of other electricity demand
as an external variable. This method provided a combination of accuracy, computa-
tional speed and interpretability that was unmatched in other methods considered. It
was, however, outperformed by a number of other methods in physical fidelity. This
was due to the output producing results that were not physically obtainable by the
cylinder element, as well as having higher stochasticity than the data.
7.1 Potential for further work
The research conducted for this thesis has provided groundwork for additional re-
search relating to both smart control, and appliance level demand forecasting. This
additional research may broadly be separated into two categories; (i) better quanti-
fying the benefits of incorporating forecasting within smart control, and (ii) further
refinements of the models, including adaptation and evaluation against different data
formats.
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7.1.1 Quantifying the benefits of forecasting within smart
control objectives
The smart control system proposed in Section 6.4 has a number of benefits over New
Zealand’s existing ripple control system. These benefits include:
• accuracy improvements of predicted interruptible load
• energy efficiency improvements
• reduced impacts on service
• additional capacity for control
The obvious next step for this work is to incorporate the recommended forecasting
model into hot water cylinder smart control scenarios (either simulated or real world)
and determine the additional benefits it can provide over control methods that do
not incorporate demand forecasting. As part of this process, work must be done in
translating parameters of the forecasting models into demand simulation parameters,
as part of the physical model mentioned in Fig. 6.1.
New Zealand’s current ripple control system suppresses an aggregate of elements
equally, with no consideration to individualised use patterns. In order to reduce
impacts on service, the aggregate of elements can only be suppressed infrequently for
short lengths of time, so that higher demand households do not run out of hot water.
The necessity of excluding households that may be negatively impacted by control
means that all other households have more capacity for control than is currently
undertaken. While this is a reasonable assumption, the extent to which smart control
with demand forecasting offers additional control capacity has not been quantified
within this research. Further work could be made to estimate the quantity of this
additional capacity. In addition, energy efficiency improvements gained by controlling
according to the system presented in Fig. 6.1 could be quantified.
7.1.2 Additional model refining and testing
Some of the models presented in this thesis have the ability to be further refined to
improve predictions. The SVM model in particular provided inferior results during
peak periods, which are the times when demand response is most valuable. Peak
period forecast accuracy of this model could potentially be improved by including
additional parameters.
Another research angle would be to refine the models in this research to forecast
higher resolution data. The element within a typical hot water cylinder is controlled
thermostatically by an “on-off” (otherwise known as “bang-bang”) controller. This
type of controller turns the element fully “on” when the water temperature drops
below a certain temperature, and then fully off again once the water reaches another
(slightly higher) temperature. On small timescales, the element may then be con-
sidered a binary process, impacting our choice of forecasting model. Forecasting a
binary output would involve the addition of a logistic function [103] to existing mod-
els. Rather than producing a continuous output of the predicted element power as
used in this thesis, models that incorporate a logistic function produce an output of
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the probability the element is on. This accommodates binary (on/off) predictions of
element state.
An ‘aggregate demand forecasting model’ is mentioned in Fig. 6.1. This refers to
a forecast of aggregate demand for the households able to participate in demand re-
sponse. Forecasting models developed in [26] showed that when fitted to aggregated
demand data, accuracy of predictions were higher than when fitted to individual
household data. It is unclear whether a sum of household level forecasts would out-
perform a forecast fitted to aggregated demand data using the recommended models
in this thesis due to the use of other appliance electricity demand as an external re-
gressor. The higher-performing models in this thesis could be fitted and tested using
aggregated demand data to ascertain this.
To reduce computational time and model complexity, only half-hour and one-hour
lags of other appliance demand were used as external regressors in models for all se-
lected households. It can be seen in Table A.2 in the Appendix and the corresponding
Fig. 4.5 in Chapter 3 that some households have optimal cross-covariance lags that
are greater than one hour. Household-specific lag values of external regressors could
be incorporated into models as further work.
There is also potential for further exploration of the models considered in this
work for forecasting the demand of other deferrable loads, such as electric vehicles.
7.2 Closing remarks
This thesis compares models for forecasting individual household level hot water
electricity demand, and proposes a particular smart control system that incorporates
them. Smart control of hot water cylinders has the potential to increase both the
economic efficiency of an electricity grid, and the energy efficiency of domestic hot
water use. Both of these efficiency gains suppress the price of electricity, hastening the
electrification of high-carbon industries such as transport and industrial processing.
Electricity demand forecasting provides a demonstrable improvement to smart control





Table A.1: Three dominant cycle periods for hot water electricity de-
mand of each household, as determined using frequency analysis
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Table A.2: Lag time and correlation value at point of maximum cross-
covariance


































Table A.3 show the ARIMA parameters that minimise the AIC as selected by the
auto.arima function. As described in Chapter 3, p refers to the order of autogression,
d refers to the order of differencing necessary to obtain stationarity, and q is the order
of moving average. Similarly, Tables A.4, A.5 and A.6 show the parameters for the
ARIMAX, STL + ARIMA, and STL + ARIMAX models respectively.
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Table A.3: Optimal parameters for the ARIMA models
household p d q
rf_06 0 1 2
rf_08 5 1 0
rf_13 0 1 4
rf_14 0 1 3
rf_22 0 1 1
rf_25 0 1 1
rf_29 0 1 1
rf_30 0 1 1
rf_31 1 1 0
rf_32 0 1 1
rf_33 0 1 1
rf_34 0 1 2
rf_35 0 1 1
rf_36 0 1 1
rf_37 0 1 1
rf_38 0 1 2
rf_39 0 1 1
rf_40 1 0 1
rf_42 0 1 1
rf_44 0 1 1
rf_45 5 1 0
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Table A.4: Optimal parameters for the ARIMAX models
household p d q
rf_06 0 1 2
rf_08 5 1 0
rf_13 0 1 4
rf_14 0 1 3
rf_22 0 1 1
rf_25 5 1 0
rf_29 0 1 1
rf_30 0 1 1
rf_31 1 0 2
rf_32 2 0 3
rf_33 5 1 0
rf_34 0 1 2
rf_35 0 1 1
rf_36 1 0 1
rf_37 0 1 1
rf_38 0 1 2
rf_39 0 1 1
rf_40 1 0 3
rf_42 0 1 1
rf_44 0 1 1
rf_45 5 1 0
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Table A.5: Optimal parameters for the STL + ARIMA models
household p d q
rf_06 0 1 1
rf_08 5 1 0
rf_13 0 1 3
rf_14 1 1 1
rf_22 0 1 1
rf_25 5 1 0
rf_29 5 1 0
rf_30 0 1 1
rf_31 1 1 0
rf_32 0 1 1
rf_33 5 1 0
rf_34 0 1 1
rf_35 5 1 0
rf_36 0 1 1
rf_37 0 1 1
rf_38 2 1 0
rf_39 0 1 1
rf_40 1 0 1
rf_42 0 1 1
rf_44 0 1 1
rf_45 5 1 0
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Table A.6: Optimal parameters for the STL + ARIMAX models
household p d q
rf_06 2 1 0
rf_08 5 1 0
rf_13 0 1 3
rf_14 1 1 1
rf_22 0 1 1
rf_25 5 1 0
rf_29 5 1 0
rf_30 0 1 1
rf_31 5 1 0
rf_32 5 0 2
rf_33 5 1 0
rf_34 0 1 1
rf_35 5 1 0
rf_36 0 1 1
rf_37 0 1 1
rf_38 1 0 3
rf_39 5 1 0
rf_40 1 0 1
rf_42 0 1 1
rf_44 1 1 0
rf_45 5 1 0
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